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Abstract
This thesis addresses an adaptive higher-order method based on a Geometry Independent Field ap-
proximatTion (GIFT) of polynomial/rational splines over hierarchical T-meshes (PHT/RHT-splines).
In isogeometric analysis, basis functions used for constructing geometric models in computer-
aided design (CAD) are also employed to discretize the partial differential equations (PDEs) for
numerical analysis. Non-uniform rational B-Splines (NURBS) are the most commonly used basis
functions in CAD. However, they may not be ideal for numerical analysis where local refinement is
required.
The alternative method GIFT deploys different splines for geometry and numerical analysis.
NURBS are utilized for the geometry representation, while for the field solution, PHT/RHT-splines
are used.
PHT-splines not only inherit the useful properties of B-splines and NURBS, but also possess
the capabilities of local refinement and hierarchical structure. The smooth basis function properties
of PHT-splines make them suitable for analysis purposes. While most problems considered in
isogeometric analysis can be solved efficiently when the solution is smooth, many non-trivial
problems have rough solutions. For example, this can be caused by the presence of re-entrant corners
in the domain. For such problems, a tensor-product basis (as in the case of NURBS) is less suitable
for resolving the singularities that appear since refinement propagates throughout the computational
domain. Hierarchical bases and local refinement (as in the case of PHT-splines) allow for a more ef-
ficient way to resolve these singularities by adding more degrees of freedom where they are necessary.
In order to drive the adaptive refinement, an efficient recovery-based error estimator is proposed
in this thesis. The estimator produces a recovery solution which is a more accurate approximation
than the computed numerical solution. Several two- and three-dimensional numerical investigations
with PHT-splines of higher order and continuity prove that the proposed method is capable of
obtaining results with higher accuracy, better convergence, fewer degrees of freedom and less
computational cost than NURBS for smooth solution problems. The adaptive GIFT method utilizing
PHT-splines with the recovery based error estimator is used for solutions with discontinuities or
singularities where adaptive local refinement in particular domains of interest achieves higher
accuracy with fewer degrees of freedom. This method also proves that it can handle complicated
multi-patch domains for two- and three-dimensional problems outperforming uniform refinement in
terms of degrees of freedom and computational cost.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Classical finite element analysis is a commonly used method in many fields of numerical simulation
and engineering applications. It has a vast field of application from solid mechanics to fluid
mechanics, wave propagation, structural mechanics and dynamics and material sciences. But there is
always a gap in between Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and Computer Aided Design (CAD)
because of discretization of complex geometries require mesh generation for subsequent numerical
analysis. This extra step, which leads to an imperfect approximation of geometry, is rather costly,
particularly in terms of human intervention. Moreover, due to this mesh generation process, the
geometric properties from CAD are often altered, and some details may be discarded in order to
simplify the numerical analysis using FEM.
Several numerical methods have been introduced over the past couple of years to incorporate
the geometric information in the approximation of the solution field for solving partial differential
equations (PDEs). Among the proposed numerical methods noteworthy are: subdivision surfaces
[41], implicit surfaces and non-fitted meshes [92, 96]. In all simulation approaches, the geometric
information is always transferred to the numerical approximation to discretize the field variables.
Due to this transformation, the geometric exactness is sometimes lost and the simulation process is
started with the approximated geometry which is prone to the beginning errors in the solution of the
numerical problems. A breakthrough was the method of Isogeometric analysis(IGA) by [70] which
enables a more seamless integration from CAD to analysis (CAE).
Initially, the key idea of isogeometric analysis was based on Non-Uniform Rational B-splines
(NURBS) [70], and then the idea was extended by other spline types which are T-splines [24],
locally refined (LR) B-splines [74], truncated hierarchical B-splines (THB-splines) [59, 60] and
polynomial/rational splines over hierarchical T-meshes (PHT/RHT-splines) [99, 6, 128]. T-splines
are commonly used in CAD to create unstructured surface representations, however, the linear
dependency is not in general guaranteed and may be particularly difficult to enforce for 3D domains
for which T-splines are not standard CAD modeling tools. Nevertheless, we mention recent advances
regarding analysis-suitable T-splines [112], and truncated T-splines [129]. The THB-splines and
some other related methods have been the subject of a significant amount of recent research including
studies of the mathematical properties and CAD applications [65, 35, 78] in particular due to the
improved sparsity and conditioning which results from the truncation procedure while maintaining
the inherent efficiency of hierarchical spaces. For a detailed comparison between the LR B-splines
and (T)HB-splines we refer to [75]. PHT and RHT splines belong to a class of Hermite finite
elements over T-meshes where the basis is given in terms of Bernstein polynomials as discussed in
[79, 109].
The key idea of IGA is to use the CAD geometry directly in the analysis by using the same
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spline basis functions without converting the geometry through a preprocessor routine into a different
form. The main advantage is that the meshing procedure can be eliminated because an existing CAD
geometry is used directly in the analysis by keeping the exactness of the geometry.
1.1 Brief history of the important topics covered in this the-
sis
In this section the brief history of the important topics which have been taken into account to
cover this thesis is discussed.
1.1.1 Isogeometric analysis
Design and analysis always interrelated to each other. Each has its own geometric representation
and description, embodied in CAD system which needs to be translated as an analysis-suitable
geometry for the simulation process in a FEA code. This task is not always trivial as most of the
time in a complex design is consumed by mesh generation, and engineering design is becoming
increasingly involved. Complex engineering objects like automobiles, fighter jets and airplanes
consist of hundreds of thousands of parts. It can take almost 80 percent of the analysis time to
convert the design to an analysis suitable. Engineering design and analysis in a sophisticated system
are based on a wide range of computational analysis and simulation methods.
To break down the discrepancies between the design and analysis process, isogeometric analysis
stepped forward to focus on one and only geometric model which can be directly utilized as an
analysis model. The requirement of changing from classical finite element analysis to an analysis
procedure based on exact CAD representation has been fulfilled by isogeometric analysis proposed
by [70] and the method has been further developed in other several papers.
Although the term isoparametric is well established, which is based on the idea that one should
use the same basis for the geometry and the unknown field approximation, the term isogeometric
analysis is not restricted only to one type of basis functions. It just indicates the geometric description
which can be used for FEA will be the same as was used in CAD design before. In analogy to the
well-known term isoparametric in FEA, the name isogeometric is chosen. The comparison between
isogeometric analysis and isoparametric is given in Fig. 1.1 side by side.
ISOPARAMETRIC (in finite element analysis (FEA)) 
Same approximated function for the geometry and 
the deformation 
Geometry      <-- -->     Deformation  
ISOGEOMETRIC  ANALYSIS (CAD <-> FEA) 
Same spline description of the geometry in the 
design (CAD) and the analysis (FEA) 
CAD      <-- -->     FEA  
Fig. 1.1: Comparison in between isoparametric and isogeometric.
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Isogeometric analysis has so far been successfully used in variety fields of application such as:
 Structural optimization [127, 115].
 Applications such as Fluid-Structure interaction and fluid flows [8, 23].
 Structural elements like plate and shell problems [29, 30, 123].
 Electromagnetism [38].
 Biomechanics [25, 131].
It has been quickly discovered that using smooth spline functions for design and analysis offered
a simplified way for analysis and it is an emerging technology capable of:
 Directly interacting with the CAD system.
 Greatly simplifying the refinement processes.
 smooth basis functions with compact support.
 Improve the solution accuracy.
 Reducing the computational cost.
 Integrating the design and analysis.
It has been shown to be a more accurate per degree of freedom (dof), and it allows for the dis-
cretization of high-order differential equations, in addition to providing stable solutions when using
higher-order polynomial approximations [25]. Initially, isogeometric analysis was considered equiv-
alent to B-splines and NURBS as a basis in the FEM, but in later years many extensions have been
proposed. It has been applied to:
 Collocation method [14, 10].
 Boundary element method [116, 111].
 Multigrid methods [58].
 Finite volume methods [64].
 Immersed Boundary method and finite cell method [107, 103].
 Phase-field modeling [106, 61].
1.1.2 Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT)
Isogeometric analysis enables the analysis of some CAD models in FEA without mesh gener-
ation and it has removed somehow the burden of preprocessing. But still, in the standard form, it
is constrained to use the same spline space in the geometry as well as in the solution which might
be in some cases unnecessary if the same exact geometry can be described in a simpler way on
a different basis. The strict dependence of the use of the same basis functions for the geometry
representation and field approximation in some particular cases is more hindrance than an advantage.
For example, it can be possible that the spline space is not well-suited to approximate the solution
field of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), in particular when local mesh refinement is required
to capture the solution of particular interest with a minimal computational cost. To alleviate this
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difficulty Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT) has further developed from the
idea originally proposed by [90] based on the principle of generalized IGA which was discussed at
the 2013 CISM course on Iso-Geometric Methods for Numerical Simulation by Prof. Gernot Beer
[27].
So far it has been applied in some specific methods, among which are:
 In Boundary Element Method (BEM), boundary displacements and tractions have different con-
tinuity properties, which cannot be accurately approximated by the same basis in IGA, but
with weakening this dependency by using GIFT, independently h- and p- refinements can be
performed of the displacement and traction fields while keeping the exact NURBS geometry
(presented by [28, 12]).
 GIFT presented by [130] applied on PHT-spline descriptions in the solution field and NURBS for
the geometric field for a two-dimensional heat conduction problem.
 GIFT implemented by [68] in a flexible object-oriented Diffpack program with adaptive PHT-spline
for two-dimensional linear elasticity problem.
1.1.3 Error estimation
Local refinement and error estimation both are very important topics for adaptive local refinement
in IGA and GIFT. Simulation based engineering is more concerned with solving physical problems
of interest to engineers as the computational power is becoming cheaper and more prevalent. Several
questions may arise for this topic:
 How can one model the physical problem?
 What are the equations describing the phenomenon which leads to a mathematical model?
 How can these equations be worked with the computational model (e.g. FEM, BEM, IGA, mesh-
free methods)?
 Are these equations solved correctly and what is the error?
Related to local refinement, error estimation procedures are needed to drive adaptivity. We note
there are two types of error estimators depending on whether the error being considered results from
the construction of the mathematical model or from the numerical model (the discretized version of
the mathematical model). This [117] suggests that knowledge of the error is essential to be able to
correlate experimental and numerical results. One must ensure that the numerical results are close to
the exact solution of the mathematical model, to guarantee that any discrepancy between the numeri-
cal and experimental results can be ascribed to the instability of the mathematical model (see Fig. 1.2).
Since the 1970s several methods had been developed to estimate the discretization error in finite
element solutions. The first posteriori error estimator was introduced by [16, 20] and since then
many others have been proposed. The existing techniques of the error estimators can be divided into
two main categories:
 Residual based a posteriori error estimator: The main idea of Residual based error estimator
based on to solve a physical problem by mathematical modeling suppose to find a solution
of a stress field of a body which is in equilibrium. Suppose FEM is considered to solve this
problem to find the error in each finite element and to see how far is the numerical stress from
the equilibrium state. However, it does not require an enhanced solution in this error estimator.
There are two types of residual based error estimator
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Error from physical object  Approximated error 
Computational error 𝜀3 
𝜀2 
𝜀1 𝑋 𝐏𝐡𝐲𝐬𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭 𝑢 𝐌𝐚𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐦𝐨𝐝𝐞𝐥𝐢𝐧𝐠 (𝐴𝑢 = 𝑓) 
𝑢h 𝐃𝐢𝐬𝐜𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐢𝐳𝐞𝐝 𝐦𝐨𝐝𝐞𝐥 (𝐴ℎ𝑢ℎ = 𝑓ℎ) 
𝑢ℎ
𝜀  𝐍𝐮𝐦𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥 𝐬𝐨𝐥𝐮𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 (𝐴ℎ𝑢ℎ
𝜀 = 𝑓ℎ+ 𝜀) 
Fig. 1.2: The source of errors in simulation process.
1. Explicit residual based error estimator: Explicit residual based error estimator esti-
mates [7] to measure accurately the boundary value problem to solve in each finite ele-
ment. It involves the computation of the interior elements directly with the estimation of
calculating the error in the energy norm of jumps at element boundaries [16, 20, 15, 76].
2. Implicit residual based error estimator: Implicit residual based error estimator re-
quires the solution of a local (in each element or over a group of elements) boundary
value problem approximating the equation for the local error itself. The norm of the lo-
cal error estimation is then used as a solution to the local boundary value problem. In
this error estimator with the residual as data can be used to solve an auxiliary boundary
value problem. This method has the advantage of alleviating the difficulty arise by the
relative weighting of the residuals, but the disadvantage of this error estimation technique
is to solve an additional boundary value problem which requires to choose an appropriate
approximation method.
 Recovery-based a posteriori error estimator: The recovery-based error estimator which involves
constructing an enhanced solution from a suitable, usually smoothing, post-processing of the
numerical solution. The objective is to employ this improved solution as a substitute for the
unknown exact solution. A remarkable and often surprising feature of the recovery-based error
estimation is that, under some assumptions, by using just the raw numerical solution, an en-
hanced solution can be derived for use in error estimation. This technique was developed by
Zienkiewicz and Zhu and reported in his famous papers [133, 134].
So far the application of a posteriori error estimation in isogeometric analysis is still not as
mature as traditional FEM. There are several studies in IGA such as [52, 80, 125, 128, 121]. A
multi-level error estimator using bubble functions was employed for T-splines in [52], as well as
for reduced continuity order of T-meshes [36] and other adaptive hierarchical local refinement
approaches in IGA [125]. A residual-based estimator was used for RHT splines in [128]. Recently,
a functional type a posteriori error estimator for isogeometric analysis was introduced in [80]. The
method provides guaranteed and sharp bounds for the error, but it requires the solution of a global
problem.
In this thesis, we explore a different approach to construct a recovery-based on a posteriori
error estimator proposed by [133, 134], with the aim of obtaining a recovered solution that is more
accurate than the computed solution. Recovery-based error estimators are more commonly used in
finite elements, as they are relatively simple to implement, computationally inexpensive and usually
provide reliable error estimation. In [18, 19, 17], it was shown that the Superconvergent Patch
Recovery (SPR) technique developed in [133, 134] results in robust error estimators, particularly
when the exact solution is smooth. Moreover, it was shown in [132] that for any finite element
residual error estimator an equivalent recovery estimator can be constructed. Recently, a detailed
analysis of recovery-based estimators for LR B-splines has been conducted in [81].
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In this thesis, we develop a higher polynomial degrees p ¥ 3 and as well as increased continuity
α, with p ¥ 2α   1. While the continuity is less than the maximal Cp1 offered by standard B-
Splines and NURBS, the reduced smoothness simplifies the construction, refinement and presents
some advantages in terms of computational time for direct and iterative solvers [43, 42]. Moreover
we develop a recovery-based error estimate for PHT-splines with IGA and GIFT discretization based
on the superconvergence theory and verify their effectiveness for cubic (C1 continuity) and arbitrary
higher-order PHT-splines with adaptivity.
1.1.4 Local refinement in isogeometric analysis
Refinement is an important element in IGA. In the first paper of IGA proposed by [70], only
NURBS was presented, which has certain shortcomings for local refinement due to the tensor
product structure. These shortcomings can be overcome with the T-splines developed by [114, 113]
as a generalization of NURBS. They overcome the geometric limitations using NURBS to generate
local refinements in the mesh. Although T-splines was initially a CAD endeavor and a widespread
technology in CAD, a few shortcomings have made them inconvenient to use in FEA, such as linear
dependence [37] and refinement propagation [52]. A new sub-class of T-splines which is analysis-
suitable (AS) T-splines [112, 85] emerged, which is a significant step towards more versatility in IGA.
There are other several local refinement strategies introduced before T-splines. The hierarchically
refinable B-splines introduced by [57], which had been applied in isogeometric analysis in different
applications [108, 107, 33, 125]. Later a generalization of Hierarchical B-splines presented by
[60, 59] which is called Truncated Hierarchical B-splines recaptured several properties of NURBS,
by which lack in the standard Hierarchical B-splines, for example, partition of unity, thereby having
improved stability.
Another recently proposed spline called Locally Refined B-splines (LR B-splines) by [50] has
the potential to do local h-refinement. This new approach operates directly on the spline spaces, and
in this way, a broad spectrum of piecewise spline functions may be obtained. LR B-splines consist of
smooth, piecewise polynomial basis functions that also constitute a partition of unity.
A generalized hierarchical approach of T-splines proposed by [48, 49] called Polynomial Splines
over Hierarchical T-meshes has the potential of performing local refinement hierarchically. It has
some other certain advantages like piecewise polynomial, hierarchical structure which can be adopted
to adaptive local refinement, linear independence. Later it has been used in isogeometric analysis by
[128, 99, 6]. We will also show in this thesis how it can be easier to utilize this PHT-splines with IGA
and GIFT method.
1.1.5 Diffpack
Diffpack is an object-oriented development framework for the solution of partial differential
equations. It is based on the latest developments in Object-Oriented Numerics and a programming
environment for developing simulation software for scientific and engineering applications. Diffpack
has its main focus on the numerical modeling and solution of partial differential equations, in
particular by the finite element method and the finite difference method (finite volume method is also
supported to some extent). The Diffpack software consists of a family of C++ libraries for general
tasks related to the numerical solution of partial differential equations, plus a set of Perl and Python
scripts that ease the development of simulation programs and problem-solving environments for
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scientific or engineering research. The package was one of the very first to explore object-oriented
programming and the C++ language for advanced, high-performance computing. For customers,
this means unsurpassed modeling flexibility while satisfying the strictest demand for computational
efficiency. There are more than 350 Diffpack users in more than 30 countries, including major
industrial enterprises, consulting companies, software vendors, research institutions and universities
in such diverse areas as oil and gas, mechanical engineering, telecommunication, medicine and
finance.
Diffpack [1] has been actively developed since 1991, with main contributions from the University
of Oslo and the research institutes SINTEF [4] and Simula Research Laboratory [3]. The initiators
and main contributors to Diffpack in the 1990s were Hans Petter Langtangen (see in [82]) and
Are Magnus Bruaset. Version 1.0 of the software was released in the public domain in 1995, with
a new version in 1997. The Norwegian company Numerical Objects as took over the rights of
Diffpack 1997 and commercialized the product. In 2003, the German company inuTech GmbH [2]
purchased Diffpack and is now the principal maintainer and developer of the software. It has several
applications in different fields solving the PDEs with various numerical methods like FEM, FVM
and IGA which has shown in Fig. 1.3.
 
Fig. 1.3: Diffpack application in different types of numerical simulation problem.
The Diffpack Kernel (see in Fig.1.4) contains a substantial collection of data structures and al-
gorithms such as e.g. vectors, matrices, strings, input-output (I/O), databases, reporting tools, GUIs,
pre- and post-processing tools, linear and non-linear systems and solvers, finite element and finite
difference algorithms, grids, fields, numerical integration, real and complex arithmetic, etc. Func-
tionality including e.g., adaptive meshing, multigrid methods and parallel computing is provided in
separate toolboxes.
 
Fig. 1.4: Diffpack Kernal with different features.
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The main advantage (see Fig. 1.5) of working with Diffpack is that it allows the implementation of
any kind of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) or Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) or other
numerical problems using the Diffpack Kernel. Other toolboxes create an environment for the users
to create their own flexible solvers. So Diffpack is a development environment, not an application
that allows a user to generate a simulator or to use an already developed simulator. Diffpack tailored
simulation provides the following benefits:
 Flexible building blocks to develop solvers for non-standard or specialized simulation problems.
 Complementary to standard FEM-programs (i.e. ANSYS, CFX, etc.) to fill the gaps in functional-
ity.
 Building highly customized trimmed-down solvers with the minimum overhead of unused func-
tionality and unnecessary complexity in the simulation process.
 Applicable to all simulation problems that can be modeled by Differential Equations, exact model-
ing of physical effects and control of the numerical simulation algorithm.
 
Fig. 1.5: Diffpack main philosophy to solve PDEs or ODEs.
1.2 Objectives
In isogeometric analysis as the same spline representation for both geometry and solution space
is used, it creates certain constraints in specific simulation process e.g. where local refinement is
a necessary part to obtain a good approximation of the numerical solution of PDEs. To alleviate
this constraint, we can represent the solution field independent of the geometric spline space,
which provides more flexibility in the simulation process by allowing the choice of appropriate
splines in the solution field. As Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT) provides the
user’s flexibility in using a simpler mapping than the spline space without altering the initial CAD
geometry, it becomes a new paradigm in the simulation process for designers and analysts. We
know that most of the geometries are made of NURBS by CAD community and therefore, it is not
directly possible to do local refinement at the solution space, as it does not have the local refinement
property due to the tensor product structure. For this reason, our motivation of this thesis is to
use PHT-splines at the solution space due to its local refinement property and to develop adaptive
higher-order isogeometric methods using PHT-splines. For using adaptivity with PHT-splines, we
need to use error estimators and recovery-based error estimation is the most robust error estimator
in the class of a posteriori error estimation. Our objective is the usage of more flexible numerical
tools in the simulation process which could be more beneficial in both the design and analysis process.
Most of the problems considered in the standard IGA have some very nice properties when the
solution is smooth (without any discontinuities), but most of the real world simulation problems are
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considered domains with certain discontinuities or not smooth solutions, such as re-entrant corners,
cracks, etc, for which NURBS are not very efficient due to the singularities that appear. Adaptivity
allows users to more efficiently resolve these singularities, by adding more degrees of freedom where
they are needed. So our main concern is to focus on certain simulation problems where higher-order
adaptive PHT-splines could be more efficient using the flexible GIFT method in particular for Linear
Elasticity problems. For this reason, PHT-splines, the GIFT method, recovery-based error estimation,
Diffpack with the flexible object oriented C++ environment etc, are just the tools that are used towards
the fulfillment of this goal.
1.3 Challenges
While working with this thesis, some challenges came across in various implementation stages.
Most of the challenges can be mentioned in the following order:
 The first challenge is to implement the NURBS in isogeometric analysis. It is always hard to
utilize the geometry directly from CAD software to analysis and to use the CAD information
in analysis is also a great concern in the numerical simulation process. We overcome this
challenge by creating an interface and writing a python script which can read the NURBS
geometric data and T-spline Be´zier meshes easily from CAD software such as Rhino3D.
 Implementation of PHT-splines is a challenge because of its hierarchical data structures for 2-
dimensions and especially for 3-dimensions.
 For recovery-based error estimation it is necessary to carefully choose the sampling points that are
used for the particular type of PDE. We have chosen the super-convergent points appropriately
to get a more accurate recovered solution than the original computed solution.
 Handling multi-patch geometries in CAD design to analysis makes numerical simulation a more
challenging and tedious process. Our simple knot insertion algorithm can handle complicated
CAD geometries having several patches efficiently.
 Doing numerical analysis with the geometries which have discontinuities is more difficult, in par-
ticular when the spline space consists of smooth functions especially in 3D. We show how to
overcome this challenge by doing some numerical examples with certain geometric disconti-
nuities (cracks, holes, re-entrant corners) that can handle multi-patch geometries.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions from this thesis can be summarized in the following points:
 With the method we used here, one can directly do analysis on the geometry created from CAD
software (e.g. Rhino3d or the NURBS toolbox) as most of the CAD designs are NURBS or
T-splines. The coarse NURBS mesh created by the CAD software can represent exactly the
geometry while the solution space is approximated with PHT-splines. One can do adaptive
local refinements, where it is necessary to focus the particular point of interest in the numerical
simulation process.
 For adaptivity, we used recovery-based error estimator, by choosing superconvergent points which
have more accuracy in approximating the gradient of the exact solutions, this implies that the
error estimator is more robust and efficient.
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 We used higher-order and continuous PHT-splines which are more efficient in terms of using less
dofs to achieve greater convergence rate to reach a target relative error.
 We applied adaptivity for numerical examples which have smooth solutions and also the problems
with certain discontinuities (re-entrant corners, cracks). For both type of numerical applica-
tions, we exhibited the advantage of using higher-order adaptive GIFT PHT-splines for both
2D and 3D cases. Also, we demonstrated which order and continuity of PHT-splines are more
accurate in terms of utilizing more or fewer degree of freedoms (DOFs).
 Most of the CAD geometries are created with multiple patches. So we demonstrated a simple
method how to handle more general multi-patch geometries containing C0 continuity in be-
tween patches by using GIFT and higher-order PHT-splines.
1.5 Chapter Overview
This thesis will deal with different aspects of isogeometric analysis and an alternative method
(GIFT) where different spline applications (NURBS, T-splines, PHT-splines) are presented. In this
introduction, we gave a general overview of this work which shows the motivation of the various
topics of this thesis, the contributions and the challenges as they are taken into account to fulfill the
thesis objectives. Further detailed background information and the state of the art of each topic will
be presented in the corresponding chapters. The thesis consists of 9 chapters including the concluding
remarks and future works at the end. The organization of work is as follows:
• In chapter 2 we introduce in detail various splines like B-splines, NURBS and Be´zier extrac-
tion method which are familiar in CAD design and useful for isogeometric analysis both for
geometry and field approximation.
• In chapter 3 we present in detail isogeometric analysis and its data structure as it is implemented
in Diffpack using NURBS and how to utilize the Be´zier extraction operator to work on existing
FEM code with minor modification using NURBS for analysis in the isogeometric toolbox in
Diffpack for linear elasticity.
• In chapter 4 we present a generalization of the isogeometric analysis to a new discretization
method named Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT) in detail where a general
overview, the main principle with a mathematical framework of this method for linear elasticity
problem. In this chapter, we also present how to use adaptivity with GIFT method together with
the PHT-spline and the recovery-based error estimation techniques and the marking algorithm
which has been used for adaptivity.
• In chapter 5 we introduce the one-dimensional polynomial spline over hierarchical T-meshes
(PHT-spline) with cubic C1 continuity and higher-order PHT-spline. We present here the re-
finement algorithm of the higher-order and continuity for 1D PHT-spline basis with a simple
1D numerical example.
• In chapter 6 we introduce two-dimensional PHT-spline in details with its dimensional formula
and the structure of the basis function in different hierarchical level for cubic and higher-order
PHT-spline. A 2D numerical example is also demonstrated showing the performance of adap-
tive GIFT PHT-spline basis with different cubic and higher-order polynomials.
• In chapter 7 we extend the 2D PHT-spline to 3D by showing the 3D hierarchical T-meshes
with the dimensional formula. We also show the 3D PHT-spline structure for cubic and higher-
order PHT-spline basis functions. We present some 3D numerical examples with adaptive GIFT
PHT-splines using recovery-based error estimation.
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• In chapter 8 we discuss the multipatch analysis of 2D and 3D higher-order adaptive GIFT PHT-
spline providing some numerical examples that have smooth solutions with some discontinuity
(cracks, re-entrant corners, etc.).
• In chapter 9 will summarize the conclusions of this work.
Chapter 2
B-splines, NURBS and Be´zier extraction
In this chapter, we describe the two important splines for geometric modeling in CAD (Computer
Aided Design) which are B-splines and NURBS. Due to the need for integrating CAD and CAE
(Computer-Aided Engineering) analysis, these splines play important roles in the Isogeometric Anal-
ysis (IGA) and Geometric Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT). In this chapter, we will review
the formulations of B-splines and NURBS. In addition, the Be´zier extraction technique is also ex-
plained, which enables the implementation of IGA and GIFT in the existing finite element codes to
incorporate with B-splines and NURBS easily.
2.1 B-splines
B-spline or basis spline is defined as a spline function that has minimal support with respect to
a given degree and smoothness. B-spline curve can be created with a linear combination of control
points and B-spline basis functions.
2.1.1 Knot vector
A knot vector is defined in the parametric space as a sequence of non-decreasing real numbers
and it must always be in ascending order:
U  tu1, u2, ...., un p 1u, uA P R, (2.1)
Here A denotes the knot index, p the polynomial order, and n is the number of basis functions or
control points. Each real number of uA is called a knot. The number of knots in a valid knot vector
is always n  p  1. The half-open interval rui, ui 1q is called a knot span (See Fig. 2.1).
0  0  0   1 2 3 
Knot 
u 
4 5  5  5   
Fig. 2.1: Knot vector in a parametric mesh
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2.1.2 B-spline basis functions
B-spline basis functions for a given degree, p can be defined recursively over the parametric
domain by the knot vector. Piecewise constants are first defined by using the Cox-de Boor recursion
formula [46, 31] as:
NA,0puq 
#
1 if uA ¤ u   uA 1
0 otherwise
+
(2.2)
For p ¡ 0, the basis functions are defined as:
NA,ppuq  u uA
uA p  uANA,p1puq  
uA p 1  u
uA p 1  uA 1NA 1,p1puq (2.3)
In essence, a B-spline basis function is a piecewise polynomial function. The functions are C8
within elements and Cpk on element boundaries, where k is the number of knot repetitions. A B-
spline curve of degree p in Rd is defined by a set of B-spline basis functions Npuq  tNA,ppuqunA1,
and control points P  tPAunA1 as:
T puq 
n¸
A1
PANA,ppuq  PTNpuq (2.4)
B-spline basis functions possess the following properties (Fig. 2.2):
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Fig. 2.2: B-spline basis functions pp  2q for knot vector ={0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5}.
 Local support: The B-spline basis function NA,p is always non-negative in the knot span of
ruA, uA p 1q. This is significant for geometry manipulation: the change of one control point
only affects the local part of the curve, providing flexibility in curve modifications.
 Partition of unity.
n°
A1
NA,p puq  1.
 Pointwise non-negativity.
 Linear independence. This property is essential to construct the approximation space for numerical
analysis.
The first-order derivative of the B-spline basis function is:
d
du
NA,ppuq  p
uA p  uANA,p1puq 
p
uA p 1  uA 1NA 1,p1puq (2.5)
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The k-th order derivatives of the B-spline basis function is given by:
dk
dku
NA,ppuq  p
uA p  uA

dk1
dk1u
NA,p1puq


 p
uA p 1  uA 1

dk1
dk1u
NA 1,p1puq


(2.6)
To construct B-spline surfaces and solids, the basis functions can be obtained from the tensor product.
B-spline surface basis function is given by
NApu˜q 
dA¸
i1
NApuiq (2.7)
where i denotes the direction index, dA is the number of dimensions.
So the B-spline two-dimensional surface basis function can be defined as
Np,qA,Bpu, vq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
NA,ppuqMB,qpvq (2.8)
and three-dimensional solid basis function can be defined as
Np,q,rA,B,Cpu, v, wq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
l¸
C1
NA,ppuqMB,qpvqLC,rpwq (2.9)
2.1.3 B-spline geometries
A B-spline geometry is a mapping from parametric space to physical space through a linear com-
bination of B-spline basis functions, which are defined in parametric space. The corresponding coef-
ficients are called control points because they can be represented by actual points scattered in physical
space. Here we will discuss how to define the B-spline curve, surface and solid using the B-spline
basis functions and control points.
2.1.3.1 B-spline curves, surfaces and solids
A B-spline curve can be expressed as
xpuq 
n¸
A
NA,ppuqPA, (2.10)
where xpuq denotes the physical curve of interest, u is the spatial coordinate in parametric space,
PA the control points, NA,p the B-spline basis functions of order p. See Fig. 2.3.
B-spline surfaces are constructed from a linear combination of bivariate B-spline basis functions
Np,qA,Bpu, vq and control points PA,B P Rdp , dp  2 as
Spu, vq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
PA,BN
p,q
A,Bpu, vq, (2.11)
where the bivariate B-spline basis functions are defined as Eq. 2.8.
B-spline volumes are constructed from basis functions Np,q,rA,B,Cpu, v, wq and control points
PA,B,C P Rdp , dp  3 as
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Fig. 2.3: B-spline curve
V pu, v, wq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
l¸
C1
PA,B,CN
p,q,r
A,B,Cpu, v, wq, (2.12)
where the trivariate B-spline basis functions are defined as Eq. 2.9.
2.1.3.2 B-spline geometrical properties
The continuity and differentiability of a B-spline curve are inherited directly from its ba-
sis functions and the continuity of a B-spline curve is at least Cpk. Within the knot vector,
knots can be repeated to make changes in the continuity. For example in the knot vector
U  t0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5u the order is p  2 and continuity is Cpk  C21  C1, where k
is the number of knot repetition numbers for an inner knots in this knot vector U . The knots with
different values can be viewed as different break points which divide the one-dimensional parameter
space into different elements. Hence, the physical interpretation of the knots can be explained as the
parametric coordinates of the element edges, while the “knot span” between two knots with different
values can be defined as elements in the parametric space u. The insertion of a new knot will split an
element similar to h-refinement in the Finite Element Method. However, the repetition of existing
knots will not increase the number of elements, but to decrease the continuity of the B-splines basis
functions. For example, the knot vector U  t0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5u has 10 knot values with 9
knot spans, r0, 0q , r0, 0q , r0, 1q , r1, 2q , r2, 3q , r3, 4q , r4, 5q , r5, 5q, r5, 5q but it has only 5 elements,
r0, 1s , r1, 2s , r2, 3s, r3, 4s, r4, 5s.
An open knot vector can be defined if its first and last knot values are repeated p   1 times,
such as for the knot vector U  t0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5u with p  2. The open knot vector is
the standard in CAD, so all the examples in this thesis work will be presented with open knot
vectors. The knot vector values can be normalized without affecting the resulting B-splines basis
functions. Therefore the knot vector U  t0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5u is equivalent to the knot vector
U  t0, 0, 0, 1{5, 2{5, 3{5, 4{5, 1, 1, 1u.
It is called a uniform knot vector if the intermittent knots are uniformly spaced, for example,
t0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5u in Fig. 2.1.
B-spline geometries contain the following properties:
 The convex hull property: A B-spline curve is contained in the convex hull of its control polygon.
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More specifically, if u is in knot span rui, ui 1q, then Cpuq is in the convex hull of control
points Pip, Pip 1, ..., Pi.
 The variation diminishing property: No plane has more intersections with the curve than it
has with the control grid. This property renders B-splines less oscillatory than Lagrangian
polynomials.
 The transformation invariance property: An affine transformation of a B-splines curve can be
achieved by applying an affine transformation to the control points.
 Non-interpolatory behavior of control points: The B-spline geometry does not interpolate the
control points except at the starting point of the curve, the endpoint of the curve and any point
whose knot value is repeated p times.
2.1.4 Knot insertion in B-splines
Knots may be inserted into a knot vector without changing the geometric or parametric prop-
erties of the curve. Let U  tu1, u2, ..., un p 1u be a given knot vector. Inserting a new knot
u¯ P ruA, uA 1s withA ¡ p into the knot vector requires that n 1 new basis functions be defined us-
ing Eq. 2.2 and 2.3 with the new knot vector U  tu1, u2, ..., uA, u¯, uA 1, un p 1u. The m  n 1
new control points, tP¯AumA1, are formed from the original control points, tPAunA1 by
P¯A 
$'&
'%
P1 A  1
αAPA   p1 αAqPA1 1   A   m
Pn A  m
,/.
/- (2.13)
αA 
$'&
'%
1 1 ¤ A ¤ k  p
u¯AuA
uA puA
k  p  1 ¤ A ¤ k
0 A ¥ k   1
,/.
/- (2.14)
Knot values may be inserted multiple times, but the continuity of the basis is decreased by one
for each repetition of a given knot value. However, by choosing control variables as in Eq. 2.13 and
2.14 the continuity of the curve is preserved.
2.2 NURBS
Non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) [102] are industry standard tools for the representation
and design of geometry which are developed from B-splines. It can offer significant advantages due
to their ability to represent a wide variety of geometric entities such as circular and conic sections.
Moreover, the reasons for the use of NURBS are:
 Most of the CAD designs constructed by NURBS because of its flexibility.
 It can be evaluated reasonably fast by numerically stable and accurate algorithms.
 NURBS are invariant under affine mapping as well as perspective transformations.
 It is a generalization of non-rational B-splines and non-rational and rational Be´zier curves and
surfaces.
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2.2.1 NURBS basis functions
NURBS can be defined by a knot vectorU  tu1, u2, ..., un p 1u, a set of rational basis functions
R  tRA,punA1, and a set of control points P  tPAunA1 as
xpuq 
n¸
A
RA,ppuqPA (2.15)
Here, PA is the set of control point coordinates and RA,p are NURBS basis functions,
defines as
RA,ppuq  NA,ppuqωA
W puq (2.16)
with
W puq 
n¸
A1
ωANA,ppuq, (2.17)
where ωA denotes a weight associated with each basis function or control point. It can influence the
distance between the associated control point and the NURBS geometry, with higher values drawing
the curve closer to that point (Fig. 2.4). When all of the weights are equal to 1, the NURBS curve
becomes to a B-spline curve.
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Fig. 2.4: The comparison of NURBS curve with different weights, ωA  1, 0.6, 0.3
The derivatives of a NURBS basis function are expressed by
d
du
RA,ppuq  ωA
W puq dduNA,ppuq  dduW puqNA,ppuq
pW puqq2 (2.18)
and
d
du
W puq 
n¸
A1
d
du
NA,ppuqωA (2.19)
NURBS geometries can be interpreted by a linear combination of standard B-spline basis functions
and weighted control points
xpuq 
n¸
A1
NA,ppuqP˜A, (2.20)
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where P˜A  ωAPA and ωTA are the weighted control points in projective space. NA,p is the standard
B-spline basis function.
A NURBS basis function in multi-dimensions can be obtained using a tensor product such as
RApu|UAq 
dp¹
i1
N iApuiA|U iAq, (2.21)
where i denotes the direction index and dp is the dimension number. Therefore, NURBS basis func-
tions in two-dimensions and three dimensions can be represented as follows:
Rp,qA,Bpu, vq 
NA,ppuqMB,qpvqωA,B
n°
A1
m°
B1
NA,ppuqMB,qpvqωA,B
(2.22)
Rp,q,rA,B,Cpu, v, wq 
NA,ppuqMB,qpvqLC,rpwqωA,B,C
n°
A1
m°
B1
l°
C1
NA,ppuqMB,qpvqLC,rpwqωA,B,C
(2.23)
2.2.2 NURBS surfaces and volumes
Similar to the NURBS curve formulation, NURBS surfaces can also be represented as a linear
combination of bivariate NURBS basis functions Rp,qA,Bpu, vq, control points PA,B P Rdp , dp  2 and
weights ωA,B ¡ 0 as
Spu, vq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
PA,BR
p,q
A,Bpu, vq, (2.24)
where the bivariate NURBS basis functions are defined as Eq. 2.22.
NURBS volumes can be represented as trivariate basis functions Rp,q,rA,B,Cpu, v, wq, control points
PA,B,C P Rdp , dp  3 and weights ωA,B,C ¡ 0 as
V pu, v, wq 
n¸
A1
m¸
B1
l¸
C1
PA,B,CR
p,q,r
A,B,Cpu, v, wq, (2.25)
where the trivariate NURBS basis functions are defined as Eq. 2.23.
2.2.3 Property of NURBS geometries
NURBS inherits the aforementioned properties of B-splines, but still have some drawbacks:
Rational functions NURBS are not polynomial functions and integration can not be done with
Gauss quadrature.
Tensor product The parametric space and control points rely on a structured grid due to the
tensor product property of NURBS and thus does not allow local refinement, which increases the
redundancy of the degrees of freedom (Fig. 2.5).
Geometry repair From a computational geometry point of view, a NURBS based geometry
always requires some level of repair due to gaps or overlaps of the various patches making up the
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Fig. 2.5: NURBS refinement
geometry.
Continuity For Complex geometry, NURBS normally needs multiple patches. Each patch is
associated with a parametric space (Fig. 2.6) and achieve only C0 continuity between the patches.
 
Fig. 2.6: NURBS plane with multiple patches
2.3 Be´zier extraction
The idea to use Be´zier extraction operator is to map a piecewise Bernstein polynomial basis onto a
B-spline basis. This transformation makes it possible to use piecewiseC0 Be´zier elements as the finite
element representation of a NURBS, T-spline or PHT-spline. The use of Be´zier extraction operator
in IGA with existing FEM code was introduced, first for NURBS by [32] and then extended for T-
splines in [110]. Be´zier extraction provides an element data structure suitable for analysis. That is,
similar to Lagrangian polynomial elements in traditional FEM, Bernstein basis does not change from
element to element. In this section, we will show the representation of NURBS by Be´zier elements
and how it provides a mapping from a piecewise Bernstein polynomial basis onto a NURBS basis.
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Later in 6 the use of Be´zier extraction is shown for PHT-spline.
2.3.1 Be´zier decomposition
To illustrate Be´zier decomposition, we need to compute the Be´zier elements of NURBS which
can be accomplished by repeating all interior knots of a knot vector until they have a multiplicity
equal to p  1. For this purpose a multiplicity of p is sufficient. Be´zier decomposition of a univariate
B-spline curve is illustrated as follows.
We begin with the cubic B-spline curve shown in Fig. 2.7 and its associated knot vector as
U  t0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5u (2.26)
To decompose the curve into its Be´zier elements we perform repeated knot insertion on all interior
knots, beginning from the left, until they have a multiplicity equal to p, the degree of the curve. Thus,
we will be performing knot refinement by inserting the knots t1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4u into the knot vector.
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Fig. 2.7: Plot of cubic NURBS curve and basis functions with knot vector {0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,5,5,5}.
Fig. 2.7 shows the sequence of basis functions and control variables created by inserting the new
knots into the knot vector. Each inserted knot reduces the continuity of the basis by one at the knot
location. The resulting basis has been decomposed into a set ofC0 Be´zier elements with each element
corresponding to a knot span in the original knot vector. The control points of the Be´zier elements
are computed by Eq. 2.13 and 2.14 each time a knot is inserted. Thus, the continuity of the curve is
unchanged.
2.3.2 Computing the Be´zier extraction operator
The Be´zier extraction operator for a NURBS curve may be computed in order to represent it in
terms of a set of Be´zier elements. Assume that we are given a knot vector U  tu1, u2, ...., un p 1u
and a set of control points, P  tPAunA1, that define a B-spline curve (possibly in projective space).
Let be the set of knots that are required to produce the Be´zier decomposition of the B-spline. Then
for each new knot, we define to be the Ath alpha as defined in 2.14. Now, defining to be
P¯  pC1qP, (2.27)
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where C1 is a matrix form representing the linear map defined in Eq. (2.12) while keeping the geom-
etry the same. If the knots are replicated multiple times m, then
P¯m 1  CTP, (2.28)
where CT  pCmqT pCm1qT ....pC1qT . If m  p, a Be´zier curve is obtained, and C is called the
Be´zier extraction operator. Hence, the geometry can be expressed by the Be´zier basis function Bpuq
xpuq  pP¯m 1qTBpuq  pCTPqTBpuq  PTCBpuq (2.29)
After the rearrangement above, the B-spline basis functions can be represented by the linear combi-
nation of the Be´zier basis Bpuq and Be´zier extraction operator C,
Npuq  CBpuq (2.30)
The Be´zier basis Bpuq is also called Bernstein basis, defined as
Bki,ppukq 
1
2p

p
i 1


p1 ukqppi1qp1  ukqi1, (2.31)
where 
p
i 1


 p!pi 1q!pp  1 iq! , 1 ¤ i ¤ p  1 (2.32)
And Bernstein basis satisfies the following properties
 Partition of unity
p 1¸
i1
Bki,ppukq  1 (2.33)
 Pointwise non-negativity
Bki,ppukq ¥ 0 (2.34)
 Endpoint interpolation
Bk1,pp1q  Bkp 1,pp1q  1 (2.35)
 Symmetry
Bki,ppukq  Bkp 1i,ppukq (2.36)
 Linear independence
It is noteworthy that Be´zier extraction operator is only determined by the knot vector, independent on
the positions of control points.
From Eq. (2.30), it can be used to extend Be´zier extraction from B-splines to NURBS. Writing
Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.16) in matrix form as
Rpuq  1
wTNpuqWNpuq, (2.37)
where W is the diagonal matrix of weights, and N is the matrix form of B-spline basis. Now we can
write NURBS in terms of Bernstein basis as
xpuq  PTRpuq  1
wTNpuqP
TWNpuq  1
wTCBpuqP
TWCBpuq  1
wTCBpuqpC
TWPqTBpuq
(2.38)
The above equation has represented NURBS with Be´zier elements.
Chapter 3
Isogeometric Analysis toolbox using
Diffpack
Diffpack [82] is an object-oriented problem-solving environment for the numerical solution of partial
differential equations (PDEs). For a programmer, Diffpack eases the programming task using its
several classes and methods which are written in C++ programming language. Diffpack demonstrates
how programming using C++ classes is easier and more flexible than shuffling data in or out of the
subroutine of traditional Fortran or C programming language. The C++ classes can be combined
into application building blocks to solve problems in diverse fields, including Engineering, Natural
Sciences, Economics and Medicine. Since using application codes extensively use of well-tested
libraries and high-level abstractions, the time spent writing and debugging the code is significantly
reduced.
In this chapter, we will discuss how isogeometric analysis is implemented using object-oriented
flexible Diffpack FEM libraries. Some numerical examples will be demonstrated here with isogeo-
metric analysis using NURBS.
3.1 Isogeometric Analysis
Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) is a numerical method introduced first by [70] closing the gap be-
tween Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) by using the same
basis functions which are used to describe the geometry of the object and to describe the approximated
solution fields. In most cases, IGA reduces the complexity of the iterative design to the analysis cy-
cle. For CAD Engineers creating mesh is always a burden to apply the geometry for CAE analysis.
This burdens can be eliminated using isogeometric analysis where 80 percent of the time requires an
analyst to create the mesh for FEM analysis and this allows most certain geometries to be represented
exactly that are only approximated by polynomial functions, including conic and circular sections.
IGA applied in several fields of study including structural mechanics, solid mechanics, fluid mechan-
ics and contact mechanics. We will provide in this section an overview of the advantage of using IGA
in different applications. Here we will also demonstrate the advantage of IGA in comparison to FEM
with presenting some shortcomings of IGA.
3.1.1 Advantages of Isogeometric Analysis
Isogeometric analysis has advantages in different applications comparing to conventional Finite
Element Method and Boundary Element Method. They are:
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 Contact formulation is an area where with the conventional faceted geometry discretizations, the
presence of faceted surfaces can lead to oscillation and jumps in traction responses unless very
refined mesh can be used in the analysis. The benefits of using NURBS-based geometry over
such an application are evident as smooth contact surfaces are obtained, which leads to more
physically accurate contact stresses due to smooth higher-order basis functions. Recently some
applications in this area have been shown by [73, 118, 119, 88].
 Optimization is another field of an area where IGA has some greater advantages over traditional
numerical methods where the tight coupling with CAD models offers an extremely alternative
approach for industrial applications. In Shape Optimization with NURBS based boundary in-
tegral method shows superior computational advantages over the usual Lagrange based BEM
[83]. Topology optimization in IGA has shown in a coupled problem with Phase field modeling
by [47] which is particularly suitable for phase field problems and allows exact CAD geom-
etry can be suitable to describe the design domain and can also be used in the optimization
procedure.
 Boundary discretization is also another attractive approach using IGA where it can be applied
to direct coupling with CAD model. In this case, isogeometric boundary element methods for
elastostatic analysis were presented by [116, 111, 86], demonstrating the advantage of IGA to
eliminate mesh generation completely by using CAD discretization directly for analysis.
 Plate and Shell analysis is another application where IGA has demonstrated a greater advantage
over conventional FEM and BEM methods[72, 29]. The smoothness of the NURBS basis
functions allows for a straightforward construction of plates or shell elements. For this shell
analysis, particularly for rotation-free shells can be generated easily [72, 77] using smooth
spline basis functions. We know that multi-patch NURBS surfaces, rotation-free IGA elements
require special treatment at patch boundaries where the basis functions are found to be C0 con-
tinuous. Moreover, isogeometric shell/plate elements demonstrate less shear locking compared
to standard FEM shell/plate analysis.
 Vibration analysis is an important topic in structural analysis where the advantage of NURBS
based IGA [71, 45, 120] using unique k-refinement can provide more robustness and accu-
rate frequency spectrum than typical higher-order FEM p-methods. Particularly, the optical
branches of the frequency spectrum, which have been identified as a contributors to Gibbs
phenomena in wave propagation problem (for the cause of rapid degradation of higher modes
in the p-version of FEM) which are eliminated by IGA method. However when lumped mass
matrices are used, the accuracy is limited to second order for any basis order. Mathematical
properties of IGA were studied vastly by [54].
 Fluid and fluid-structure interaction problems is another application of IGA where the smooth
NURBS basis functions is attractive for analysis [62, 101, 24, 23, 26]. Constructing higher-
order continuous basis functions is easier in IGA to solve PDEs that can incorporate fourth-
order (or higher) derivatives of the field variable such as the CahnHilliard equation [61], gradi-
ent elasticity [56] and explicit gradient damage models [124]. There is a potential applications
in the Kohn-Sham equation for electronic structure modeling of semiconducting materials using
higher-order NURBS basis functions with IGA [91].
3.1.2 Advantage of IGA in comparison to FEM
As from the previous subsection 3.1.1 it is shown that Isogeometric analysis has several advan-
tages in comparison to FEM in different applications. The major advantages of CAD spline based
basis functions (e.g. B-spline, NURBS, T-spline, PHT-spline) over finite elements are their ability
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to describe a larger class of geometric objects, e.g. circular, conic sections. However, the require-
ments of basis functions in CAE analysis are higher than in CAD design. Besides their potentiality to
integrate CAD and CAE analysis, therefore to reduce the computational cost, NURBS-based isoge-
ometric finite element formulations have other advantages over (Lagrange) polynomial based Finite
Elements(FEs):
 Higher-order and continuity of NURBS basis in many examples of IGA has shown an outperform
result comparing to traditional FEM. This IGFEA devoted to higher smoothness and continuity
because of the CAD basis functions (B-splines, NURBS, PHT-splines). Higher-order and con-
tinuous spline basis functions do not exhibit any jumps or oscillation in derivatives e.g in the
stress or strain field during the analysis which usually exhibits in traditional FEM.
 Large deformation analysis in initial studies [29] conjecture that IGFEA based on NURBS show
less sensitivity with respect to excessive mesh distortion compared to Lagrange polynomial
based FEM making them particularly attractive for problems with large deformations analy-
sis such as shear band formation, sheet metal stamping or crashworthiness etc (though mesh
distortion can also be a consequence of poor mesh generation). This was again attributed to
higher-order and higher-continuity of the approximation.
 Eigen value problem where using IGA, it was found that the natural eigen frequencies of higher-
order NURBS-based are much lower compared to higher-order Lagrange polynomial based
FEM [5]. For explicit time integration analysis it has the greater advantage where the stable
time step is inversely proportional to the maximum eigen frequency.
 hpk refinement is the basic refinement procedure in Isogeometric analysis. Besides the con-
ventional h-refinement and p-refinement in FEM, NURBS-based IGFEA offers a more flexible
k-refinement procedure. The k-refinement procedure is suited for higher-order approximations
as it maintains the higher-order continuity and the polynomial order under refinement. Many
examples have been shown (see in [70, 71]) demonstrating the superiority of the k-refinement
over the p-refinement.
3.1.3 Drawbacks of NURBS based Isogeometric analysis
Isogeometric analysis based on NURBS also have some certain drawbacks in the context of nu-
merical analysis:
 Tensor-product property of NURBS, control points are required to lie in a structured grid (e.g. in
a rectangle in 2D). This leads to an excessive overhead of control points with increasing refine-
ment Fig. 3.1(a). A local refinement strategy proposed by [5, 57] , Fig. 3.1(b), but constraint
equations require increasing complexity and implementational effort. Moreover, refinement
still propagates through a given patch.
 C0 continuity across patch boundaries is another disadvantage of NURBS when two NURBS
surfaces do not share a common boundary, they cannot even achieve C0 continuity without
disturbing at least one of the surfaces. It is noted that Lagrange polynomial based FEM also
possesses only C0 continuity across a common boundary.
 Gaps and overlaps are probably the most striking drawback in NURBS based geometries. It often
unacceptable for analysis and requires additional repairing of the geometry in between patch
boundaries to make it analysis suitable.
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(a) Global refinement (b) Local refinement
Fig. 3.1: Local basis and coordinate system of T-spline
3.1.4 Mathmatical background of linear elasticity using isogeometric
analysis
We consider a linear elasto static problem in a bounded domain Ω  Rd, d  t2, 3u and with
a Lipschitz boundary bounded by Γ. The boundary is partitioned into two sets, Γu and Γt with
displacements prescribed on Γu and tractions t¯ prescribed on Γt, where Γ  Γu

Γt and Γu

Γt 
∅. The governing equations express equilibrium between the Cauchy stresses σ and the applied body
forces b.
 O  σ  b in Ω (3.1)
The displacement u is prescribed on the boundary Γu and Γt by
u  0 on Γu (3.2)
σ  n  t¯ on Γt (3.3)
The weak form of a linear elastostatics problem is to find u in the trial space
V  tu P pH1pΩqq2, u  0 on Γuu (3.4)
such that for all test functions δu in the test space,
V0  tδu P pH1pΩqq2, δu  0 on Γuu (3.5)
So the weak form gets in the following form:»
Ω
puq : D : pδuqdΩ 
»
Γt
t¯  δudΓ 
»
Ω
b  δudΩ (3.6)
where the elasticity matrix is denoted by D and b refers to a body force. Using the Galerkin
method where the same shape functions RApξ˜q are used for both u and δu, we can write
upxq 
nnp¸
A1
RApξ˜quA, δupxq 
nnp¸
A1
RApξ˜qδuA (3.7)
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where uA, δuA denote the nodal displacements and it’s variation respectively and nnp is the total
number of control points. In 2D, each control points has two unknowns dofs in x and y directions,
hence we write as uA  tuxA, uyAu.
Substitution of these approximations from Eq. 3.7 into Eq. 3.6 and using the arbitrariness of the
nodal variations give the standard discrete set of equations Ku  f with
KAB 
»
Ω
BTADBBdΩ, fA 
»
γt
RAbdΩ, A,B  1, 2, ..., nnp. (3.8)
In two dimensions, the strain-displacement matrix BA is given by,
BA 


RA,x 0
0 RA,y
RA,y RA,x
fi
ffifl (3.9)
where the shape functions derivative RA,x  dRA{dx from Eq. 2.18 and can be determined by:
BRA,x
Bx


BRA,x
Bξ
  Bξ˜
Bx
Bξ˜
By
Bη˜
Bx
Bη˜
By
ff

BRea
Bξ

J1
ξ˜
(3.10)
where J1
ξ˜
is the inverse of the Jacobian of mapping x : Ω˜ ÞÑ Ω from the parameter space to the
physical space.
3.2 Isogeometric simulator in Diffpack
Diffpack is a set of libraries containing building blocks of numerical methods for solving Partial
Differential Equations (PDEs). Diffpack utilizes object-oriented (OO) programming techniques to a
large extent and is coded in the C++ programming language. To understand how Diffpack-features
work a user need to have good programming skills in object-oriented C++. Using Diffpack makes dra-
matic reduction of implementation efforts for solving PDEs and enables the user to solve real-world
problems. It relies on programming and scripting and organize the libraries in terms of C++ classes
and class hierarchies (OO design). Diffpack let the simulator mainly contains problem-dependent
code and acts as a computational engine with a layered design. Implementation of IGA using Diff-
pack eases to reuse the Diffpack FEM classes and using Be´zier extraction makes the user efforts very
less to implement IGA using existing FEM classes in Diffpack.
3.2.1 Advantage of Diffpack
 Program maintenance: Programs are easier to read and understand using Diffpack object-oriented
programming structure.
 Program alteration: User can often make additions and deletions to programs, such as in a
database programs, by simply adding or deleting objects.
 Use objects numerous times: Using Diffpack a user can save well-designed objects in a toolkit of
useful features that can easily insert into new code, with few or no changes.
 Programming flexibility: The design of Diffpack supports flexibility of a user to implement com-
plicated programs and allows to take complete control and writes application-specific optimized
code.
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 Extensive support: The Diffpack libraries offer extensive support for numerical experimentation
and experienced users can develop their own tailored scripts, e.g. with a full GUI(Graphical
User Interface), calling up Diffpack scripts and C++ code.
3.2.2 Application of Diffpack
Some useful application areas of Diffpack are:
 Basic model equations in applied mathematics (Laplace, heat and wave equations.)
 Navier-Stokes equations.
 Water wave equations.
 Multi-phase porous media flow.
 Heat transfer, including phase changes.
 Thermo-elasticity.
 Large deformation plasticity.
 Stochastic PDEs.
 Stochastic ODEs.
 Electrical activity in the heart.
3.2.3 Solving linear elasticity of isogeometric analysis using Diffpack
The application of the FEM to linear elasticity is common and represents a familiar language
to many researchers. Here therefore, outline a two-dimensional implementation of IGA for linear
elasticity using Diffpack classes, highlighting the differences over conventional Diffpack FEM dis-
cretizations.
3.2.4 Isogeometric analysis based on Be´zier extraction of NURBS in
Diffpack
Implementation of IGA with NURBS as basis function in Diffpack based on Be´zier extraction is
easy to use in the existing Diffpack FEM kernel. It is also flexible to use the existing Diffpack FEM
classes using Be´zier extraction with less effort of programming and easy for users as implementation
aspects. But as there is no Diffpack CAD software available, so the geometry can be built by
Autodesk Rhino3D or NURBS toolbox. We import the CAD geometry in the pre-processing step
from Autodesk Rhino3D using the python script to get the geometric information (control points,
knot vectors, the order of the basis and side of the geometries etc). The full process of IGA NURBS
analysis in several steps is shown in a flow diagram in Fig. 3.2 with the overall implementation
procedure in Diffpack.
The implementation procedure of IGA NURBS in Diffpack is described according to the flow
diagram from Fig. 3.2 in details below:
Preprocessing:
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Fig. 3.2: Flow diagram of isogeometric finite element implementation using NURBS in Diffpack
[67].
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 Design the geometry in Autodesk Rhino3d using NURBS.
 Import the CAD NURBS geometry from Autodesk Rhino3D using a python script or get the geo-
metric information using NURBS toolbox.
 Reading the NURBS geometric information (control points, knot vectors, order of the basis and
side of the geometry etc) from the implemented class ReadBezierExtraction.
 Calculate the Be´zier extraction operators Cξ and Cη.
Assembly routine (IgaElasticity class):
 Loop over the elements.
 Loop over the gauss points (get the gauss points and weights from class Iga2dQuadrature).
 Get the element and nodal connectivity (class Iga2dMesh).
 Calculate the elemental Be´zier extraction operator Ce and weights we.
 Calculate the Bernstein basis and derivatives from Eq. 2.31 (in class BernsteinBasis).
 Calculate the NURBS basis (Eq. 2.37) and derivatives (Eq. 2.18) and jacobian matrix (according
to Eq. 3.10).
 Calculate the strain displacement matrix B.
 After calculating the element stiffness matrix, assemble it in a global system of equation with a
sparse system using a Compressed row storage system (CRS-pattern).
 Apply Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Solve the system KU  f :
 Solve the sparse system by LU factorization.
Post-processing:
 Calculate the displacements and stress components from the solution field to plot (in class Plot-
Stress2d).
 Export data to a vtk/vtu file to plot in Paraview (class SimresPostProcess).
 Calculate the L2-error norm and H1-error norm to get the convergence plots (class EnergyNorm).
3.3 Numerical examples of IGA using NURBS
Here we will show some numerical examples of isogeometric analysis using NURBS where uni-
form refinement has been performed and L2 andH1-error norms are calculated to compare the results
with FEM using Diffpack FEM toolbox (see in [82, 66]). At first numerical example, we will show
a cylinder problem subjected to internal pressure and another example is a plate with a circular hole
constant in-plane tension.
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3.3.1 Cylinder subjected to internal pressure
In this example, we will consider a 2D domain which is a pressurized thin cylinder, in Fig. 3.3.
Here we select internal and external radius equal to R1  0.5 and R2  1, and the internal pressure
of the cylinder is P  30000N{m2 respectively. The Youngs modulus and Poisson ratios are
E  3  107N{m2 , ν  0.25 and plane stress condition is considered in this problem. Due to
symmetric geometry 14 -th of the geometry is considered, symmetry conditions are imposed on the
left and bottom edges, the outer boundary is traction free and internal pressure P imposed on the
inner boundary. The exact solution for the stress and displacement components are given in Eq. 6.15
and Eq.6.16.
R =1 
R =0.5 
P=30000N/m2 
Y 
X 
Fig. 3.3: Geometry and material specification of a thin cylinder subjected to internal pressure.
In Fig. 3.4 uniform mesh refinement performed by NURBS due to tensor product structure.
In Fig. 3.5 contour plots of displacement and stress components have been shown.
L2 and H1 error norms have been compared between IGA NURBS and traditional FEM. Here
we considered a quadratic basis in both IGA NURBS and FEM analysis. From Fig. 3.6 we can see
that IGA NURBS outperforms comparing to traditional lagrange based FEM due to higher efficiency
and accuracy.
3.3.2 Infinite plate circular hole constant in plane tension
This is an example of an infinite plate with a circular hole under constant load. In Fig. 8.8 the
geometry, boundary conditions and material properties of the problem along with the exact solution
have been shown. It has an advantage of using symmetrical geometry and for this reason, only a
quarter of the model is considered and symmetric boundary conditions imposed at the bottom and
right, while exact traction imposed on the left and top edges. No boundary conditions imposed
around the hole. The exact solutions of displacements and stresses are in Eq.8.1, 8.2.
In Fig.3.7 the uniform refinement by knot insertion has been shown at different steps with
NURBS.
Fig. 3.8 shows the contour plots of displacement and stress components at x, y-direction. It is
seen that stress concentration due to the hole at the corner of the plate appears. The applied stress is
Tx  10 and the stress contour plots show that the stress concentration of σxx  30 appears at the
edge of the hole (at r  R and θ  3pi{2).
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(a) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 1.
 
 
 
 
(b) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 2. 
 
 
 
(c) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 3.
 
 
 
 
(d) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 4. 
 
 
 
(e) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 5.
 
 
 
 
(f) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 6.
Fig. 3.4: Cylinder subjected to internal pressure meshes at different step where uniform mesh refine-
ment performed.
The convergence plot of energy norm (H1-norm) of stresses is shown in Fig. 3.9. Here both for
isogeometric analysis (IGA) using NURBS and FEM analysis, quadratic basis functions have been
used and IGA NURBS outperforms comparing to FEM analysis (although the rate of convergence
almost same but the accuracy is higher in the case of IGA NURBS).
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
(b) Displacement component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
(c) Stress component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
(d) Stress component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
(e) Stress component in XY-direction.
Fig. 3.5: Contour plots of displacement and stress components (x,y) of the cylinder subjected to
internal pressure.
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(a) L2-error norm for pressurized cylinder quadratic IGA NURBS and
FEM.
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(b) H1-error norm for pressurized cylinder quadratic IGA NURBS and
FEM.
Fig. 3.6: Error norms for pressurized cylinder quadratic IGA NURBS and FEM comparison.
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(a) Initial mesh with NURBS at step 1.
 
 
 
 
(b) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 2. 
 
 
 
(c) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 3.
 
 
 
 
(d) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 4. 
 
 
 
(e) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 5.
 
 
 
 
(f) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 6. 
 
 
 
(g) A uniform mesh refinement with NURBS at
step 7.
Fig. 3.7: Plate circular hole subjected to infinite tension meshes at different step where uniform mesh
refinement performed.
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
(b) Displacement component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
(c) Stress component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
(d) Stress component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
(e) Stress component in XY-direction.
Fig. 3.8: Contour plots of displacement and stress components (x,y) of the plate circular hole sub-
jected to infinite tension.
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Fig. 3.9: H1 error norms for plate circular hole quadratic IGA NURBS and FEM analysis comparison.
Chapter 4
Adaptive Geometry Independent Field
approximaTion using PHT-spline and
Error estimation
In this chapter, a new discretization scheme will be discussed which is a generalization of the isoge-
ometric analysis method. The main concept in this method is to use a different kind of spline spaces
for the geometry and for the solution field. The solution field can be chosen independently of the ge-
ometric design space. This method is known as Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT).
It is based on “super-parametric” or “generalized” IGA approach incepted in [90] and presented in
[89, 28, 130]. There are several cases of user-defined chosen geometry and field approximation but
here we will mainly focus on choosing the geometry defined by NURBS and solution field is to be
chosen by PHT-spline where adaptive refinement method can be used using recovery based error
estimation.
4.1 Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT)
As the main concept of isogeometric analysis (IGA) [70] is to utilize the same spline repre-
sentation for both the geometry and the unknown solution fields (see Fig. 4.1), considering an
advantage for the integration of Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) and subsequent analysis
in Computer Aided Engineering (CAE). But using the same spline spaces for both geometry and
field approximation creates some cases a major constraint when the geometry spline space is not
well-suited to approximate the solution for solving the Partial Differential Equation (PDE). The main
problem arises when we have a singularity in the solution field which needs to be captured locally by
mesh refinement. For this reason a new discretization method, called Geometry Independent Field
approximaTion (GIFT) proposed by [130], according to which the spaces used for the geometry
and the field variables can be selected by different splines and can be adapted independently. This
can allow more flexibility to the users or the analyst to choose different spline space for the solution
field approximation by preserving geometric exactness and tight CAD integration.
In the proposed method, for a given computational domain with spline form, the solution field
may have a different kind of spline representation, such as PHT-splines, T-splines and generalized
B-splines or B-splines of different degrees. Importantly, the geometry of the computational domain
has the same spline representation as that of the given CAD boundary, which allows the method to
preserve the potential to realize the seamless integration of CAD and CAE analysis. There are several
shortcomings can overcome by GIFT which are:
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Fig. 4.1: Main idea of isogeometric analysis
 The flexibility of choosing the solution spline field by another kind of spline independent of the
geometric field represented by spline.
 Multi-patch configuration could be easier without additional constraint.
 The refinement of the solution field is independent.
4.1.1 Main idea of GIFT
In this sub-section, we describe the main idea behind this GIFT method. Suppose the computa-
tional domain Ω P Rd, d ¥ 2, is defined on parametric domain P has the following spline representa-
tion:
Ω  tx : x  Fpuq,u P Pu, Fpuq 
N¸
i1
Diψipuq (4.1)
where Di P Rd are the d-dimensional control points, ψipuq are tensor product isogeometric spline
basis functions defined over d given knot vectors.
The basic idea of IGA (Fig.4.1) is to represent the solution field φpuq in the parameter space using
the same spline representation of the geometry defined spline, i.e
φIpuq 
N¸
i1
φIiψipuq (4.2)
where φIpuq, i  1, .., N are the control variables that need to be solved for the solution.
When h-refinement and p-refinement are performed on the solution field, the same parameterization
remains of the refined computational domain.
In the proposed GIFT method, the solution field φGpuq can have different spline representation
as shown in Fig. 4.2:
φGpuq 
M¸
j1
φGj χjpuq (4.3)
where φGpuq, j  1, ..,M are the control variables which need to be solved in the solution space
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Fig. 4.2: Main idea of GIFT
and χjpuq are the basis functions of the specified solution spline space defined on the parametric
domain P, which can be PHT-splines, T-splines and generalized B-splines or NURBS of different
degree.
In GIFT, the computational domain Ω has the same spline representation as that of the given
CAD boundary, hence it does not violate the main idea of integration of CAD and CAE.
If χjpuq  ψipuq, the GIFT method works same as IGA or, in other words, it can be said that
GIFT is a generalization process of IGA.
4.1.2 A general framework for GIFT
In this sub-section, the mathematical foundation of the GIFT method will be formulated. In what
follows, we consider an open domain Ω P Rd, d ¥ 2 with boundary Γ  BΩ , consisting of two parts
ΓD and ΓN , such that: Γ  ΓD

ΓN ,ΓD

ΓN  ∅. The boundary problem (strong form) for an
elliptical partial differential operator of the second-orderA consists in finding the function u : Ω ÞÑ R
such that:
Au  f, x P Ω
u  0, x P ΓD
Bu
BnA  g, x P ΓN
(4.4)
where A is given by
Au  BjpaijpxqBiuq   bjpxqBju  cpxqu (4.5)
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and Neumann boundary condition BuBnA is defined by
Bu
BnA  njaijpxqBiu (4.6)
and n is a unit normal to ΓN .
Next, we can define the functional space in the following way:
H10 pΩq  tu P H1pΩq, u|ΓD  0u (4.7)
The weak form of the problem Eq. 4.4 consists in finding u P H10 pΩq, such that for any v P H10 pΩq
apu, vq  lpvq, (4.8)
where
apu, vq 
»
Ω
taijpxqBiuBjv   bjpxqBjuv   cpxquvudΩ,
lpvq 
»
Ω
fpxqvpxqdΩ 
»
ΓN
gpxqvpxqdΓ
(4.9)
Next we introduce the parameterization of the physical domain Ω on a parametric domain P :
F : PÑ Ω, x  Fpuq, x P Ω,u P P. (4.10)
Typically, geometrical map F is given by a set of spline basis functions ψi1,i2,...,idpuq and a set of
control points Di1,i2,...,id as
Fpuq 
n1¸
i11
n2¸
i21
...
nd¸
id1
Di1,i2,...,idψi1,i2,...,idpuq, (4.11)
where ψi1,i2,...,idpuq can be a tensor product of NURBS, B-splines, T-splines, PHT-splines, LR-
spline, THB-spline, etc. For brevity Eq. 4.11 is written as
Fpuq 
N¸
i1
Diψipuq, N  n1, n2..., nd (4.12)
In what follows, we need to calculate the Jacobian matrix Jpuq of the mapping F given by
Jpuq 
N¸
i1
Di
Bψipuq
Bu (4.13)
The main idea of the GIFT method is to seek for a solution independent of the geometry spline
space
V  tu P spantχi1,i2,...,idpuqu  F1, u|ΓD  0u, (4.14)
where i1  1..m1, i2  1..m2, ...id  1..md and χi1,i2,..idpuq can be a tensor product of
B-splines, T-splines, THB-spline, PHT-splines, LR-spline or NURBS of different degree etc.
The problem then consists in finding uG P V such that for any vG P V
apuG, vGq  lpvGq (4.15)
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The solution can be sought in the form
φGpxq 
M¸
j1
φGj χjpuq (4.16)
where χjpuq  χi1,i2,...idpχjpuqq  F1, χ  χ1, χ2..χd and φGj are unknown control variables.
Then Eq. 4.15 is transformed into a linear system
Ku  f (4.17)
where the stiffness matrix K and the force vector f are given by:
Kγβ  apχγpuq, χβpuqq (4.18)
fγ  lpχγpuqq (4.19)
and vector φ consists of all unknown control variables φGj .
4.2 GIFT for Linear elasticity
In this sub-section, we demonstrate applications of the GIFT method for two-dimensional linear
elasticity problems [68], in which the computational domain is parameterized by a planar NURBS
surface, and the solution is sought by PHT-spline space. Although the presentation is done in the
univariate case (see chapter. 5), bivariate case (see chapter. 6), the trivariate case follows identical
principles that have been discussed in the chapter. 7.
The governing equations are the two-dimensional linear elastostatics equations under small
deformation assumption. The linear elastic solid is modeled as a planar domain Ω and a body force g
within the domain. The displacement field u satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition u  u¯ on Γu
and Neumann boundary condition t on Γt. An arbitrary virtual displacement δd result in compatible
virtual strains δ and internal displacements δu. The relation between the displacement field u,
the infinitesimal strain tensor   rijs and the Cartesian components of the Cauchy stress tensor
σ  rσijs are:
The compatibility relations
i,j  1
2
pδjui   δiujq in Ω p@i, j P 1, 2, 3q (4.20)
The constitutive relations comes from this strain tensor to the aforementioned stress tensor which
is the generalized Hooke’s law governed by,
σij  Cijklkl in Ω (4.21)
we will assume that the body is homogeneous and isotropic. That is, the elastic coefficients have the
form
Cijkl  λδijδkl   µpδikδjl   δilδjkq, (4.22)
where the Kronecker delta is defined by
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δij 
#
1 if i=j
0 otherwise
Constants λ and µ are the Lame´ parameters of the material and These are frequently expressed in
terms of the Youngs modulus, E, and Poissons ratio, ν, as
λ  νEp1  νqp1 2νq
µ  E
2p1  νq
(4.23)
We can state the strong form of the boundary value equilibrium equations:
σij,j   fi  0 in Ω
ui  gi on Γu
σijnj  t¯i on Γt
(4.24)
where given fi : Ω Ñ R2, gi : Γu Ñ R2, and t¯i : Γt Ñ R2. σij is defined in terms of ui by
Eq. 4.20 and 4.21 respectively.
We are applying these Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions in each direction indepen-
dently and thus, Γu

Γt  Γ and Γu

Γt  φ for i  1, ..., d. In this context, gi and t¯i are referred
to as “prescribed boundary displacements” and “tractions” respectively.
Let the two spaces of kinematically admissible displacements, denoted by V and V0, respectively
V  tu P pH1pΩqq2, u  g on Γuu (4.25)
V0  tv P pH1pΩqq2, v  0 on Γvu (4.26)
Here, H1pΩq denotes the Hilbert space of order 1 defined as,
H1pΩq  tu|}u}H1pΩq ¤ 8u (4.27)
with
pu, vqH1pΩq  pu, vqL2pΩq   p∇u,∇vqL2pΩq ; }u}H1pΩq  rpu, vqH1pΩqs1{2 (4.28)
and ∇ is the gradient vector.
The spaces, V and V0 equipped to a bounded energy in a stable solid»
Ω
CijklijpuqklpvqdΩ   8 (4.29)
From Eq. 4.29, both V and V0 spaces define the energy norm
}u}E 
  »
Ω
CijklijpuqklpvqdΩ
1{2 (4.30)
where C is a bounded positive definite matrix. The problem in strong form can be stated as weak
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form which is given by: find u P V such that
apu,vq  lpvq @v P V0 (4.31)
as like Eq. 4.8, where
apu,vq 
»
Ω
T puqDpvqdΩ
lpvq 
»
Ω
fTvdΩ 
»
Γt
t¯TvdΓ
(4.32)
By projecting the solution u and the test functions v to a finite-dimensional subspace Vh of V.
The statement of the discrete problem becomes finding a discrete solution uh P Vh that satisfies like
Eq. 4.15
apuh,vhq  lpvhq @vh P Vh0 (4.33)
where
Vh0  tvh P Vh, v  0 on Γvu (4.34)
The principle of virtual work can be written as follows:»
Ω
δT T puqDpvqdΩ
»
Ω
δuTbdΩ
»
Γt
δuT t¯dΓ  0 (4.35)
where b is the body force vector. The virtual displacements and the compatible strains   ∇su
within any element can be written like Eq. 4.16 as follows:
δuh 
N¸
I1
MIδdI , δ
h 
N¸
I1
BIδdI (4.36)
where N  np total number of control variables and dI  ruI vIsT is the displacement vector and
MI is the shape function. Then Eq. 4.35 gives the assembly process like:»
Ω
δdTBTDBdΩ
»
Ω
δdTMTbdΩ
»
Γt
δdTMT t¯dΓ  0 (4.37)
Where B is the standard strain-displacement matrix and D is a matrix of material constraints.
From the expressions related to arbitrary virtual displacements δdT , we have»
Ω
BTDBdΩ
»
Ω
MTbdΩ
»
Γt
MT t¯dΓ  0 (4.38)
The resulting governing Eq. 4.38 can be written like Eq. 4.17 as a linear system as follows:
Ku  f (4.39)
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where,
Kγβ 
»
Ω
BTγDBβdΩ 
»
P
BpuqT∇uMγpuqD∇uMβpuqBpuqdet|Jpuq|du
fγ 
»
Ω
MTγ bdΩ 
»
Γt
MTγ t¯dΓ 
»
P
MTγ puqbpuqdet|Jpuq|du 
»
Γt
MTγ puqt¯det|Jpuq|du
(4.40)
In two dimension, the strain-displacement matrix Bγ can be written as
Bγ 


Mγ,x 0
0 Mγ,y
Mγ,y Mγ,x
fi
ffiffifl (4.41)
where, Mγ,x  ∇Mγpxq is the derivative of the shape function. The Jacobian Jpuq corresponds
to the parameterization of domain Ω, as given by Eq. 4.13 and Bpuq  J1puq. Note, that these
two matrices fully depend on the parameterization of the domain and refinement operations(h-,p-
refinement) are performed only on the solution space.
4.3 Patch test
To study the behavior of the GIFT method, we first perform standard patch tests [69] in chapter
3 and 4. In finite element methods, patch tests are used to determine whether an arbitrary “patch”
of elements can exactly represent all rigid body motions and constant strain states exactly. Also,
patch test varifies a “patch” can reproduce basic constant and linear deformation states. From a
more practical standpoint, patch tests are also used to assess the correctness of a finite element
implementation. They are considered by engineers to be practical ways of assessing whether or not
finite elements are convergent and whether or not they have been programmed correctly.
“Patch-test” can not be guaranteed for all the cases in GIFT as mentioned in detail in [13], as
for the patch test to pass it is required for the geometry and the field bases to be equivalent. It is
also dependent upon certain operations like degree elevation or knot insertion to have a common
parent basis. In this section, we will perform the patch test for 2D static linear elasticity problem to
investigate the accuracy and the convergence properties of the proposed GIFT method.
For a two-dimensional static linear elasticity problem, we took the Timoshenko beam example
where the geometry is defined by NURBS and the solution will be represented by PHT-spline.
A Timoshenko beam with length L and height H and unit thickness is studied as a benchmark
here. The beam is subjected to parabolic traction at the free end as shown in Fig. 4.3. The parameters
are: length L = 48m, height H = 12m, Youngs modulus E  3.0  107kPa, Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3,
P  1000N . The analytical solution by [122] is given below:
ux  Py
6EI
rp6L 3xqx  p2  νqpy2  H
2
4
qs
ux   Py
6EI
r3νy2pL xq   p4  5νqH
2x
4
  p3L xqx2s
(4.42)
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Fig. 4.3: Geometry with the boundary condition of Timoshenko beam.
where the moment of inertia I for a beam with a rectangular cross-section and unit thickness is
given by I  H3{12 and plane stress condition is considered here. The stresses corresponding to the
displacements Eq. 4.42 are:
σxx  P pL xqy
I
,
σyy  0,
τxy  P
2I
py2  H
2
4
q
(4.43)
 
Fig. 4.4: Error plot L2 displacement norm of Timoshenko beam.
Fig. 4.4 shows the contour plot of the error in L2 displacement norm. The L2 and H1 error norms
have been shown in Fig 4.5. It is seen that the proposed GIFT method passes the patch test to machine
precision for higher-order PHT-splines.
4.4 Adaptive GIFT using PHT-splines
In this chapter, we study the adaptive GIFT approach where geometry is defined with NURBS
and the solution space is defined by PHT-splines. Both NURBS 2.2 and PHT-splines have been
discussed elaborately in the chapter. 5, 6, 7. Within this GIFT framework, the computational domain
is chosen in NURBS space whereas the solution field is defined by PHT-spline. Firstly, we construct
the parametric domain of the PHT-spline model to represent the solution field. We can then get the
analytic expression of the initial solution field, in which the unknown control variables can be solved
by the method presented in section 4.2. By using a recovery based a-posteriori error estimation
technique, the supporting cell with larger errors in the parametric domain of the solution field can be
marked, and local h-refinement (cross-insertion) is performed only on the solution field. Several local
refinement steps can be performed until the desired error level is achieved.
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Fig. 4.5: Error norms of Timoshenko beam higher-order PHT-splines.
4.4.1 Solving and adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline
An initial construction of the solution field can represented by PHT-spline which is independent
of geometrical NURBS representation. The control variables of the solution field are obtained
according to Eq. 4.16 by solving the linear elasticity problem as introduced in section 4.2.
In order to obtain a solution with required target accuracy, refinement operations are often needed
to increase the approximation power of the solution space locally and thereby optimize the computa-
tional expense required for a given accuracy level. Contrary to the classical isogeometric analysis, the
refinement operation in GIFT is only performed on the solution field, while the parameterization of
the computational domain remains the same during the refinement process. Choosing a PHT-spline
approximation offers a natural local refinement. Local refinement is performed on the sub-patches
of the solution field on which the local error indicator is larger than a given marking threshold. The
corresponding working flow is summarized in an Algorithm in Table. 4.1.
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Tab. 4.1: Local refinement scheme in GIFT using PHT-splines.
Process Parameter Description of the process
Preprocessor Geometric space (NURBS ge-
ometry field)
Planar NURBS parameterization
Ppu,vq of computational do-
main Ω.
Solving Approximate space (PHT-spline
solution field)
Compute the PHT-spline solu-
tion Upu,vq of model problem
4.24 over the given NURBS pa-
rameterization Fpu,vq by GIFT
mapping.
Error Estimation Approximate space (PHT-spline
solution field)
Calculate recovery based error
estimator for refinement patch
by patch on the solution field
(subsection 4.5)
Marking algorithm Approximate space (PHT-spline
solution field)
1. Mark in the parametric cell of
the PHT-spline solution Upu,vq
(subsection 4.5.3)in the pathces
where the elements with the
largest contribution to the total
error.
2. Insert cross in the marking
cells.
Resolving the PHT-spline solution Approximate space (PHT-spline
solution field)
1. Construct the PHT-spline ba-
sis functions over the refined T-
mesh of the parametric domain.
2. Recompute the PHT-spline
solution Upu,vq in the refined
PHT-spline solution space.
3.Repeat the above refinement
steps until the estimated global
error   given threshold (target
relative error).
4.5 Recovery-based error estimation
In this section, we will present the application of superconvergent recovery-based error estimators
to hierarchical splines and a practical way to perform the patch-recovery, including the marking and
refinement algorithms. The method proposed is based on exploiting the hierarchical structure of the
PHT mesh to define the recovery patches and it can be used for 2D as well as 3D domains. While this
procedure can be applied to various PDEs and quantities of interest, we focus here on stress-recovery
and error estimation in energy norm for linear elasticity problems.
The key idea of recovery-based error estimation is to derive a smoother and more accurate approx-
imation of the quantity of interest (e.g. stress fields) by sampling the computed solution at carefully
chosen points and performing a higher-order polynomial fit through the sample points. This makes
use of some assumptions, particularly regarding the continuity of the exact solution. In practice, even
when some of these assumptions are not satisfied, the recovered solution can still be used as an error
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indicator to mark for refinement the regions of domain where the solution is rough.
4.5.1 Determining the superconvergent point locations
To find the locations of the superconvergent points, we proceed similarly as in [126, 10], by
considering the Taylor expansion of degree p 1 of the exact solution. Suppose Ω is the computational
domain (in the physical space) and Ω1  Ω0  Ω is a subdomain containing a point x0. Let u be the
exact solution, and let uh be an H1 projection in the approximation space ShpΩq, i.e. uh satisfies
Bpu uh, χq  0, @χ P ShpΩq, (4.44)
where
Bpu, vq 
»
Ω
∇u∇v dΩ, @u, v P H1pΩq. (4.45)
Furthermore, let Q be a p   1 degree polynomial approximation to u (e.g. the Taylor expansion of
u centered at x0). A crucial observation is that for a uniform mesh and when the exact solution is a
polynomial of degree p   1, i.e. u  Q, the spline approximation of degree p to u can be locally
described (up to higher-order terms) by a periodic function. More precisely, we can write,
pu uhqpxq  ψpxq  Rpxq, with ||R||W i,8pΩ1q ¤ Chpi 1 δ for x P Ω1, (4.46)
where ψ is a periodic function which can be computed on a reference knotspan, δ ¡ 0 and W i,8 is
the usual Sobolev norm i.e. ||u||W i,8pΩq  max |Diu|L8 .
To further describe the function ψ, we first consider the periodic subspace of Sh. Suppose
x0, x1, . . . , xn are uniformly spaced knot-spans in Ω0. Then the periodic subspace of Sh consists
of the functions which have the same values at the nodes, as well as the same derivatives up to order
α, i.e.
ShperpΩ0q :
!
χ :
dβχ
dxβ
pxiq  d
βχ
dxβ
pxi 1q
)
, β  0, . . . , α, and i  0, . . . , n 1. (4.47)
We now consider Pperρ, the periodic projection of a function ρ over the space ShperpΩ0q, which
satisfies
Bpρ Pperρ, χq  0, @χ P ShperpΩ0q, and (4.48)»
Ω
pρ Pperρq dΩ  0. (4.49)
Now we can define ψ as in terms a spline interpolant IhrQs of Q, and the periodic projection of the
difference between Q and its interpolant as follows:
ψ : pQ IhrQsq  PperpQ IhrQsq. (4.50)
Here IhrQs is an interpolant chosen such that Q IhrQs is a periodic function in Ω0. For the space
of Cα splines, Ihrus is chosen such that it matches u and the derivatives up to order α at the nodes:
dβIhrus
dxβ
pxiq  d
βu
dxβ
pxiq, β  0, . . . , α, and i  0, . . . , n. (4.51)
We emphasize that the superconvergent points, which are the roots of ψ or ψ1, only need to be com-
puted once for a reference element and the obtained coordinates can then be used using scaling and
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translations to any uniform mesh. A general procedure for obtaining the superconvergent points for
spline approximations of degree p with continuity α, with p ¥ 2α   1, on a reference knot-span
r1, 1s is as follows:
1. Consider a knot vector of the form:
U : t3, . . . ,3looooomooooon
p α times
,1, . . . ,1looooomooooon
p α times
, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
p α times
, 3, . . . , 3loomoon
p α times
u (4.52)
From this knot vector, we only need to consider the p   1 splines φ1, φ2, . . . , φp 1 that have
support on r1, 1s and the local approximation space for this reference element:
Sh,ref : spantφ1, φ2, . . . , φp 1u. (4.53)
2. We build an interpolant IhrQs P Sh,ref for Qpxq  xp 1 which satisfies (4.51) at the points
x0 : 1 and x1 : 1. We note that when p  2α   1, we already have p  1 constraints for
the p  1 unknown coefficients of φi to be solved. When p ¡ 2α  1, we can interpolate Qpxq
at equally spaced points inside r1, 1s to impose additional constraints.
3. We compute a basis for the periodic subspace Sh,refper of Sh,ref , which satisfies (4.47) for x0
and x1. It can easily be checked that
Sh,refper  span
!
tφ1   φpα, . . . , φα 1   φp 1u Y tφα 2, . . . , φpα1u
)
, (4.54)
which shows that the basis functions in the periodic space are the first α   1 sum of the corre-
sponding splines which have support at the two end-points, together with the “middle” p2α1
splines that do not have support at the endpoints. Clearly, these latter basis functions only ap-
pear for p ¡ 2α  1.
4. Now the function ψ can be computed according to (4.50). The superconvergent points for
second-order PDEs are then the roots of ψ or rather, for gradient recovery purposes, of ψ1. The
coordinates of superconvergent points for several values of p and α are given in Table 4.2.
Tab. 4.2: The superconvergent points for splines of degree p with continuity Cα on interval [-1,1]
p α Roots of ψ1
3 1 1, 0
4 1 
b
p3{7q  p2{7q
a
6{5
5 2 1, 
a
1{3, 0
6 2 0.790208564, 0.2800702925
7 3 1, 0.5294113738, 0
We note that the superconvergent points for p  4 and α  1 are the same as the coordinates for the
4-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule. The superconvergent points for the other values of p and α
are however different from the Gauss quadrature points.
It is instructive to check numerically that (4.46), or rather its derivative obtained by differentiating
both sides, holds. In Figure 4.6, we plot the error in the approximation of u1 for upxq  xp 1, high-
lighting the values of the difference epxq : pu  uhq1pxq at the (scaled and translated) coordinates
of the superconvergence points. It can be seen that in the interior of the domain the values of epxq
are much smaller compared to the maximum error. This superconvergence property holds for other
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functions besides xp 1 provided that it is smooth enough (the p   1 degree Taylor expansion exists
and is a good approximation to u). However, near the boundaries of the uniform mesh, the supercon-
vergence property is lost (except for B-Splines of degree p  4). This will lead to a lesser effectivity
of the error estimator developed in the next subsection, however in general, as it will be seen later, it
has a small impact on the overall estimation and refinement scheme. The results of superconvergence
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Fig. 4.6: Plots of pu  uhq1pxq for u  xp 1 and uniform meshes with knot-span length 1{10. The
red dots correspond to the coordinates of the superconvergent points, i.e. the roots of ψ1 computed
on the reference interval and whose coordinates are scaled and translated to each knotspan in the
discretization: a) p  3, b) p  4, c) p  5
can also be extended to tensor-product splines in higher dimensions, as in [126, 95], where the su-
perconvergent points are obtained using the tensor-product of the coordinates in one dimension. The
points are mapped to the physical domain through the geometry mapping F, though as is usual in
IGA, all the computations are done in the parameter space.
4.5.2 Superconvergent patch recovery
Once the superconvergent points are determined, they can be used to build an enhanced “recov-
ered” solution. In the following, we will particularly focus on constructing a recovered stress field
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σh obtained from the computed stresses σh. The procedure is similar to that of the Zienkiewicz-Zhu
(ZZ) patch recovery technique [133, 134].
The task at hand is constructing a stress recovery operator which outputs a better (i.e. supercon-
vergent) approximation to the solution. In particular, we want to compute Grσhs  σh , where the
recovered stress σh is obtained by fitting a polynomial spline of higher degree through the supercon-
vergent points on local subdomains. Let Ωk, k  1, . . . , n be a set of non-overlapping patches such
that
n
k1 Ωk  Ω, where n the is number of patches in the domain. Furthermore, let xi,k, with
i  1, . . . , Nk be the set of the Nk superconvergent points on the patch Ωk. Then we choose the
operator Grσhs such that:
Grσhspxq 
Mk¸
i1
φi,kpxqCi,k, for x P Ωk with Mk ¥ Nk and (4.55)
Grσhspxi,kq  σhpxi,kq, for i  1, . . . , Nk, k  1, . . . , n. (4.56)
Here φi,k are B-Splines of degree p
 ¥ p and continuity α ¥ α with support on the local patches
Ωk. This gives rise to n linear systems of the form ApkqCk  bk, where
A
pkq
ij  φj,kpxi,kq, i  1, . . . , Nk, j  1, . . . ,Mk, (4.57)
and bk is a Nk  e matrix with e  3 in two dimensions (d  2) and e  6 in three dimensions
(d  3) containing the stress components of σh evaluated at the points xi,k. These linear systems
are overdetermined if Nk ¡ Mk and can be solved in a least-squares sense. Nevertheless, it is more
computationally efficient to select Ωk and φi,k such that Nk  Mk. A practical way to accomplish
this in the context of hierarchical meshes is as follows:
(i) We perform one level of cross-insertion on all the elements on the initial coarse mesh and let
each subdomain Ωk to be the set of 2d elements which have a common parent. Subsequently we
refine all the elements in a subdomain together, i.e. we mark all the elements in a given Ωk for
refinement and split it into 2d subdomains which are used for patch recovery in the next step.
This ensures that the number of elements in the mesh is divisible by 2d and that every element
belongs to a patch of 2d elements which have the same refinement level.
(ii) The polynomial degree and continuity of the recovery splines φi,k is chosen to match the number
of superconvergent points in each recovery subdomain. This ensures that we have the same
number of unknown coefficients as we have equations for the fitting of the recovered solution.
The values of p and α for different values of p and α along with the size of the matrix Apkq
needed for computing Grσhs on each recovery subdomain are given in Table 4.3. We note that
for p  4 and p  5, other values of p and α are possible which result in a basis tφi,ku of the
same dimension.
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Tab. 4.3: Values of p and α for given p and α with the size of the resulting matrix Apkq. The last
column shows the location of the superconvergent points from Table 4.2 in one dimension (d  1).
p α p α Size of Apkq Superconvergent points
3 1 3 2 5d  5d
4 1 5 3 8d  8d
5 2 7 6 9d  9d
6 2 6 5 8d  8d
7 3 7 6 9d  9d
A recovery subdomain and the superconvergent points in the parameter and physical space are shown
in Figure 4.7. In general, we choose these subdomains such that the elements inside share the same
parent element, which ensures that they are non-overlapping and the recovery cost is minimized.
Since performing the recovery is completely local, the computational cost for computing Grσhs is
typically less than 10% than that of computing uh and σh. Moreover, this operation can be trivially
parallelized since the recovery on each subdomain is computed independently of the others.
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Fig. 4.7: A recovery subdomain on an annular shaped domain together with the superconvergent
points for p  3: a) Parameter space b) Physical space
Once Grσhs has been computed, we estimate the error in the energy norm by:
ηpσh; Ωq :
»
Ω
pGrσhs  σhqTD1pGrσhs  σhq dΩ

1{2
, (4.58)
where D1 is the compliance matrix. We are now interested to analyze the asymptotic behavior of
Grσhs. It is known [7, 81] that if certain properties, which include consistency, locality, boundedness
and linearity, are satisfied, then the recovery operator satisfies the superapproximation property:
epσh; Ωq :
»
Ω
pσ  σhqTD1pσ  σhq dΩ

1{2
¤ Chp δ, (4.59)
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where δ is the same as in (4.46) and σ is the exact stress. If δ ¡ 0, then the error estimator ηpσh; Ωq
is asymptotically exact, i.e.
θpσh; Ωq : ηpσh; Ωq
epσh; Ωq Ñ 1 as hÑ 0, (4.60)
where θpσh; Ωq is the effectivity index of the error estimator ηpσh; Ωq. We note that asymptotic ex-
actness can typically be achieved only under some rather stringent assumptions on the regularity of
the solution and uniformity of the meshes. However, in many cases constructing a smoother, higher-
order approximation to the stress field is enough to drive the adaptivity, though usually the error is
over-estimated and finer meshes than needed are employed. This can be seen for example in [98, 100]
where over-refinement is observed in some of the numerical examples considered there.
4.5.3 Marking algorithm
It is important to consider for the hierarchical refinement process not just the accuracy and
robustness of the error estimator, but also the choice of the marking algorithm. In general, there
is a trade-off between the number of refinement steps required to reach a certain (estimated)
accuracy and the number of elements in the final mesh. In other words, refining in small increments
results in “optimal” meshes that have as few as possible elements while refining more elements
at each refinement, step results in fewer overall refinement steps but less optimal meshes. This
is particularly true in case of problems in singularities, as for coarse meshes the presence of a
singularity results in significant errors even some distance away in the domain (the so-called “pollu-
tion errors”); however these errors become less significant as the area around the singularity is refined.
Given a particular error tolerance (in percentage or as a relative error), a simple refinement strat-
egy is to mark for refinement all the elements where the error exceeds some threshold (which can
be determined as a percentage of the maximum estimated error). This is referred to as the “absolute
threshold” marking strategy in [59]. Since this method does not take into account the overall distribu-
tion of the error, it preferable to use the “Do¨rfler marking” strategy [53], where the elements with the
largest contribution to the total error are selected. In particular we want to choose the set of marked
elementsM of minimal cardinality such that given a parameter θ P p0, 1s:
ηpθh; ΩM q ¤ θηpθh; Ωq, (4.61)
where ΩM  Ω is the region in the domain that is marked for refinement. We note that θ  1 results
in uniform refinement, while θ ! 1 results in smaller refinement steps. In practice, θ  0.75 for
problems with smooth solutions and θ  0.5 for problems with singularities provides a reasonable
compromise between the number of refinement steps and the optimality of the meshes.
Chapter 5
Polynomial spline over hierarchical
T-meshes (PHT-spline)
Although T-splines remove the burden of using the traditional tensor-product B-spline and NURBS
where it is possible to do local refinement in the sharp region, without propagating from the sharp
region along horizontal and vertical directions to maintain the tensor-product mesh structure and the
superfluous control points which is a big burden to geometric modeling. But using T-splines for lo-
cal refinement is not so simple. In the T-spline theory, the local refinement is not independent on
the structure of the mesh, and its complexity is uncertain [113]. On the other hand, since the basis
functions do not form a partition of unity and T-splines are rational which leads to more complicated
situations in geometric operations. Deng [48] introduced polynomial spline over T-meshes where it
represents the spline function on every cell to be a tensor-product polynomial to achieve the spec-
ified smoothness across the common edges and they differentiate it from T-splines as splines over
T-meshes. It has several advantages over T-meshes. The following advantages are:
 Local refinement becomes simple.
 The splines are piecewise polynomial, instead of rational functions.
 There is a hierarchical structure of this kind of spline which can be adopted to adaptive local
refinement during analysis.
 During the refinement operation, the new basis functions do not interfere with the neighboring basis
functions and the existing basis functions only change on the refined elements (their support
shrinks to insure linear independence).
5.1 1D Hierarchical T-meshes
For a simple case, we at first consider hierarchical refinements of tensor-product meshes. We
consider the initial sets of vertices Xi corresponding to each spatial direction in the parameter space
Ωpar : r0, 1sd :
U i  tui0, ui1, ....., uiniu, i  1, ..., d, (5.1)
where ui0 : 0   ui1   ...   uini1   uini : 1 and here d denotes the space dimension and ni
denotes the number of control points in each parametric direction. By setting U i the initial tensor
product mesh on the initial mesh. For example for 1D mesh let’s consider d  1, we can write:
T0  tE0,k  ru1k1, u1ks, k  1, ...., nu, (5.2)
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where E0,k denotes an element in initial mesh level of 0 and index k can be defined as k : pk2 
1qn1   k1. From a given mesh refinement level of l at Tl, we select a subset M  Tl of elements
that are marked for refinement and subdivide each element El,k from M . The further detail of the
hierarchy mesh will be discussed in the next chapter.
5.2 1D PHT-spline
The main idea of the higher-order PHT-spline using the hierarchy from lower level to higher
level by modification of several basis functions from level k and addition of new basis functions
corresponding to the new basis vertices. We will start from the simple 1D example for degree p  3
and extend this example for a higher degree of the PHT-spline basis function (p ¡ 3).
5.2.1 1D PHT-spline (degree, p=3)
As a first step, we should construct a parametric domain of the solution field. The mapping from
the parameter space to physical space Fig. 5.1 can be defined as Eq. 4.12
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Fig. 5.1: Mapping 1D B-splines basis function.
F puq 
N¸
i1
CiPipuq, (5.3)
where Ci is the PHT-control points and Pipuq is the PHT-basis function. This PHT-basis function can
be represented in Be´zier representation
Pipuq 
N 1¸
i1
Dni Bˆ
n
i puq, (5.4)
where Bˆni puq is Bernstein basis (Eq. 2.31) scaled to the n-th element and Dni Be´zier ordinates
(control points) on the n-th element. This Dni computed by Be´zier extraction or De Casteljau
algorithm [102].
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“New” mapping from the parameter space to physical space according to Eq. 4.1 can be defined,
Fˆ puq 
N¸
i1
CiPˆipuq   Ci 1Pˆi 1puq...  CN PˆN puq  F puq  x (5.5)
if x is a new basis vertex then we can set
Fˆ pxq  F pxq, and
Fˆ
1pxq  F 1pxq
(5.6)
This x new basis vertex can be computed from the previous geometric mapping by,
C7Pˆ7pxq   C8Pˆ8pxq  F pxq
C7Pˆ
1
7pxq   C8Pˆ
1
8pxq  F
1pxq
(5.7)
 B-spline basis: Start with a knot vector and insert a knot into a knot vector and modify the B-
spline basis functions for the new knot using the Be´zier extraction. In Fig. 5.2 it shows for
degree p  3 the initial knot vector for C1 continuity t0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1u where Cpk
interior knots and two 1D elements.
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Fig. 5.2: B-spline basis function.
 Refinement of 1 element: For the refinement of the 1D element we will take the second element
for refinement. Here in Fig. 5.3 shows the Bernstein basis where each element has p  1 basis
functions support.
 Apply De Casteljau algorithm [102] from Eq. 6.7 to recompute the Be´zier ordinates.
 Zero out the Be´zier ordinates like in Fig. 6.6 from the basis functions that have support in the
neighbour element (shorten the tail of the neighbouring element basis function P3 and P5) in
Fig.5.4.
 Add the new basis functions after knot insertion in x  0.75, we can observe that 2 new basis
functions appear P7 and P8 which have support only on the refined element in the knot
x  0.75 from Fig. 5.4 and minor modification is needed for the neighbouring element basis
functions.
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Fig. 5.3: Bernstein basis function for a 1D elements rus  r1, 1s for degree p  3.
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Fig. 5.4: PHT-spline basis function for 1D two elements after knot insertion at knot x  0.75.
5.2.2 1D extension of PHT-spline (degree p ¡ 3)
In this subsection, we will discuss the extension of the 1D PHT-basis function for higher degree
p ¡ 3 with higher continuity α, where p ¥ 2α   1 from Eq. (6.2) and Cα is the continuity order of
the PHT-spline basis. Here we consider degree p  5 and the continuity order of the basis function
becomes
α  p 1
2
 5 1
2
 2 (5.8)
So we get higher continuity C2 of the PHT-spline basis function.
 Again we start for the definition of B-spline basis with degree p  5. The initial knot vector
for C2 continuity is t0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1u where Cpα  3 interior knots
and Cp 1  6 open knots before and after the interior knots for two 1D elements. So we get
N  p 1  15 5 1  9 B-splines basis functions from Fig. 5.5 , where N=number of the
knots in a knot vector.
 Then we define the PHT-spline basis function using Bernstein polynomial and Be´zier extraction
operator in Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.5: B-spline basis function for p  5 and C2.
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Fig. 5.6: Initial PHT-spline basis function for two 1D elements for degree p  5 using Bernstein
polynomial and Be´zier extraction operator.
 For refinement, we can again take the second 1D element and insert a knot at x  0.75 at the knot
vector.
 Apply De Casteljau algorithm [102] from Eq. 6.7 to recompute the Be´zier ordinates.
 Zero out the Be´zier ordinates like in Fig. 6.6 from the basis functions that have support in the
neighbour element (shorten the tail of the neighbouring element basis function P5, P6, P7 and
P8) in Fig. 5.7
 Add the new basis functions after knot insertion in x  0.75, we get 4 new basis functions P10,
P11, P12 and P13 which have support only on the refined element in the knot x  0.75 from
Fig. 5.7 and minor modifications are needed for the neighbouring element basis functions.
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Fig. 5.7: PHT-spline basis function refinement in the second 1D element at x  0.75 for p  5 and
C2.
5.3 Numerical Example 1D GIFT PHT-spline
Here we will demonstrate a simple 1D example using PHT-spline within the GIFT method. This
1D test case [14] solves the following source problem define on the domain r0, 1s:
u2pxq   a1u1pxq   a0upxq  fpxq x P r0, 1s
up0q  0, up1q  0;
(5.9)
where a0  1 and a1  1 with fpxq  p1  4pi2qsinp2pixq  2picosp2pixq and the exact solution is:
upxq  sinp2pixq (5.10)
This problem is numerically solved using the GIFT method outlined in the previous chapter. Here
for degree p  3 we used p  2 gauss quadrature and the estimated error plot in different refinement
step is shown in Fig 5.8.
For higher degree p  7 PHT-spline, it converges in 5 steps with fewer dofs to the target relative
error = 1010. For higher degree (p  7) PHT-spline, the estimated error is shown in Fig 5.9.
In Fig. 5.10 the error in the L2-norm and H1-norm versus the number of dofs of the mesh is
plotted. If we compare the L2-error norm and H1-error norms it can be seen that for higher-order
with greater continuity we get the higher accuracy and convergence rate.
In Fig. 5.11 it has been demonstrated the estimated error by recovery based error estimator with
the exact error in H1 seminorm convergence plot for degree p  7. The error estimator here shows
the same convergence for higher degree PHT-spline comparing with the exact error.
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(d) Estimated error for adaptive refinement step 4.
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(f) Estimated error for adaptive refinement step 6.
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(g) Estimated error for adaptive refinement step 7.
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(h) Estimated error for adaptive refinement step 8.
Fig. 5.8: Estimated recovery based error in different refinement steps for degree p  3. Here red lines
are Erel 
?
H1 (where Erel=target relative error and H1 = energy norm global).
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Fig. 5.9: Estimated recovery based error in different refinement steps for degree, p  7. Here red
lines are Erel 
?
H1 (where Erel=target relative error and H1 = energy norm global).
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Fig. 5.10: L2-error and H1-error norms for 1D PHT-splines for different degree.
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Fig. 5.11: Estimated error Vs. Exact error H1-seminorm convergence plot.
Chapter 6
Two Dimensional Polynomial Splines
Over Hierarchical T-meshes
In this chapter, we will discuss 2D PHT-splines which are based on hierarchical 2D T-meshes. At
first, we will show the Tree structures, hierarchical properties, and general dimensional formula of
the PHT-spline. Then we will focus on the degree p  3 polynomial spline with C1 continuity and
extend our implementation to higher-order pp ¡ 3q and higher continuity Cα  C1 where α is the
continuity order of the PHT-spline basis.
6.1 2D T-mesh
A T-mesh is a mesh based on rectangular grids that allow T-junctions [114]. In T-meshes, the end
points of each grid line must lie on two other grid lines, and each cell or facet in the grid is formed
by a quadrilateral. Fig. 6.1 illustrates a typical T-mesh. A vertex of the T-mesh is assigned to each
grid point. If a vertex is inside the domain, it is called an interior vertex (v1, v2, ..., vi, where i =
number of interior vertices). Otherwise, it is called a boundary vertex (b1, b2, ..., bj , where j = number
of boundary vertices).
6.2 Tree structure
A considerable advantage of hierarchical refinement its straightforward and efficient implemen-
tation through the quadtree and octree structure [105], which provide a natural way to decompose
and organize spatial data according to different levels of complexity and offer fast access to relevant
parts of a dataset [39, 21]. The quadtree concept is shown in Fig. 6.2 illustrates the analogy between
an adaptive hierarchical quadrilateral mesh and the two-dimensional tree. Each node or leaf of the
tree holds the information regarding the placement of the element in the parameter space and the
information about the local basis functions, including the element to node (IEN) connectivities.
Additionally, each node or leaf is equipped with pointers that connect it with all direct neighbors (see
Fig. 6.2) so that “horizontal” neighboring elements can be located with little computational effort.
More details on implementation aspects and related algorithms of tree structure can be found in [107].
6.3 2D Hierarchical T-meshes
A 2D hierarchical T-mesh can be considered as a special form of T-mesh, which has a natural
level structure. We can define the 2D hierarchical T-mesh structure from the extension of 1D T-mesh
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are crossing vertices and vTi are T-junctional vertices.
Connected neighbours by pointer
Mesh in parameter space
Tree node: Refined (inac�ve) elements
Tree leaf: Unrefined (ac�ve) elements
Fig. 6.2: Quadtree example illustrating the hierarchical data organization of part of an adaptive mesh.
The neighboring relations within each hierarchical level are established by pointers, which are shown
here for one element of the finest level (in red color).
structure of the previous chapter 5.1. From Eq. 5.1 we can define for d  2 as an extension of Eq. 5.2:
T0  tE0,k  ru1k11, u1k1s  ru2k21, u2k2s, k1  1, ...., n1, k2  1, ...., n2u (6.1)
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For each element at initial level E0,k we can subdivide each element El,k from M into 2d children
elements, El 1,j1 , ...., El 1,j2d . In the T-spline mesh, we differentiate between crossing vertices,
which are vertices in the interior of the domain that is shared by 2d elements, boundary vertices,
which are located on the boundary of the parameter space and are shared by 2d1 elements, and T-
junctions which are neither crossing vertices nor boundary vertices. The first two types of vertices
are called basis vertices because they are associated with particular basis functions in the mesh. An
illustration of the meshes at different refinement levels and the corresponding vertices of different
types is given in Fig. 6.3. If a level-k mesh is given, then the level pk   1q mesh is obtained by
subdividing some of the cells in level-k. Each cell is subdivided into four subcells by connecting the
middle points of the opposite edges in the cell.
(a) `  0 (b) `  1 (c) `  2
Fig. 6.3: Example showing boundary, crossing and T-junction vertices on: a) the initial mesh, b) after
the first refinement, c) after the second refinement. The black dots denote boundary vertices, the red
dots represent crossing vertices and the green triangles are T-junctions.
6.4 A dimension formula
As pointed out in [48], polynomial spline functions over T-meshes have advantages such as the
simplification of local refinement strategy, the use of piecewise polynomials, and the utilization of
hierarchical structures. Herein two important issues are addressed to be the dimension formula of
spline function spaces and the construction of basis functions of splines over hierarchical T-meshes.
Let T be the T-mesh,H be the cells in T , Ω P R2 be the region occupied by T . Then we write:
S pm,n, α, β,T q  tspx, yq P Cα,βpΩq|spx, yq|φ P Pmn @ φ PH u, (6.2)
where space, Pmn, consists of all the bi-degree pm,nq polynomial and the space,Cα,β , consist of
all the continuously bivariate functions up to order α in the x-direction and order β in the y-direction.
The dimensional formula of the spline space S pm,n, α, β,T q when m ¥ 2α   1 and n ¥ 2β   1
has already been proved in [48]. For a C1-continuous cubic spline, where every interior knots of
multiplicity two, the evaluation of the dimension formula is reduced to the following form
dimS p3, 3, 1, 1,T q  4pV b   V  q, (6.3)
where V b, V   are boundary vertices, and interior crossing vertices, respectively. For example, we
have V b  11 and V    3 as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The dimension formula is
dimS p3, 3, 1, 1,T q  4p11  3q  56 (6.4)
Eq. (6.4) shows the number of basis functions corresponding to boundary and crossing vertices which
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need to be constructed. It is also implied that each boundary vertex or each crossing vertex is con-
nected by four basis functions. After obtaining the dimensional formula, the task in the next section
will show how to construct basis functions of splines over hierarchical T-meshes.
6.5 Basis function representation and refinement in 2D
In this subsection, we describe the representation of the basis functions in the parameter space
and how the basis functions are modified in the process of refinement. We proceed inductively,
assuming that a T-spline mesh T` is given, and we select a particular element E`,k for refinement. We
call the procedure of refining E`,k by splitting it into 4 sub-elements “cross insertion”. Different from
other hierarchical spline structures and similar to the standard finite element schemes, the elements of
the mesh are being refined and the new basis functions are calculated by the cross-insertion algorithm
described below.
As usual, we use the Be´zier representation of the basis functions. We define a linear mapping
FˆpEq from a reference element r1, 1s  r1, 1s to an element E P T`. Each basis function φˆ of
polynomial degree p on an element E, is represented as a linear combination of pp   1q2 Bernstein
basis functions composed with the inverse of the mapping from the parameter space to the physical
space, i.e.
φˆ|Epup1q, up2qq 
p 1¸
i1
p 1¸
j1
C
pEq
ij Bˆi,j  FˆpEq
1pup1q, up2qq, (6.5)
where Bˆi,jpξp1q, ξp2qq  Bipξp1qqBjpξp2qq is a tensor product of Bernstein polynomials defined on
the reference interval r1, 1s, i.e.
Bipξq  1
2p

p
i 1


p1 ξqpi 1p1  ξqi1, i  1, 2, . . . , p  1. (6.6)
The procedure for computing the (scalar) Be´zier coefficients Cij of the basis functions on the child
elements E` 1,j1 , E` 1,j2 , E` 1,j3 and E` 1,j4 is described in the following subsections.
6.5.1 Blossoming with De Casteljau’s algorithm
The first step is to compute the Be´zier representation of the original basis functions φj on the ele-
ments E` 1,j1 , E` 1,j2 , E` 1,j3 and E` 1,j4 . This subdivision is realized by applying De Casteljau’s
algorithm [55] for evaluating Be´zier polynomials in each spatial direction. In one dimension, the
algorithm (see Algorithm 1) takes as input p  1 Be´zier coefficients bp0q1 , bp0q2 , . . . , bp0qp 1 and computes
the coefficients bp0q1 , b
p1q
1 , . . . , b
ppq
1 and b
ppq
1 , b
pp1q
2 , b
p0q
p 1 according to the recurrence relation:
b
pjq
i : pbpj1qi   bpj1qi 1 q{2, i  1, . . . , p  1 j, j  1, . . . , p. (6.7)
The two sets of coefficients bp0q1 , b
p1q
1 , . . . , b
ppq
1 and b
ppq
1 , b
pp1q
2 , . . . , b
p0q
p 1, split the original Be´zier
polynomial defined on the segment ruk, uk 1s into two segments ruk, puk   uk 1q{2s and rpuk  
uk 1q{2, uk 1s. In two dimensions, we arrange the pp   1q2 coefficients CpEqij corresponding to a
single basis function φ in a pp  1q  pp  1q array and compute the p2p  2q  p2p  2q array that
holds the Be´zier coefficients corresponding to the 4 child elements. This is accomplished by applying
Algorithm 1 3p   3 times, first p   1 times to each row of the CpEqij array, and then 2p   2 times to
each column of the resulting pp 1qp2p 2q array. After this procedure, a p2p 2qp2p 2q array
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is obtained which is split into 4 pp  1q  pp  1q subcells, each containing the Be´zier representation
of the basis function φ on the 4 child elements.
Algorithm 1: De Casteljau Algorithm in 1D
Input : Be´zier coefficients bp0q1 , b
p0q
2 , . . . , b
p0q
p 1
Output: Be´zier coefficients bp0q1 , b
p1q
1 , . . . , b
ppq
1 and b
ppq
1 , b
pp1q
2 , . . . , b
p0q
p 1
1: for i  1, . . . , p do
2: for j  1, . . . , p  1 i do
3: Compute bij  pbpi1qj   bpi1qj 1 q{2
4: end for
5: end for
6.5.2 Truncation by zeroing out Be´zier coefficients
To insure the linear independence of the basis and better sparsity in the resulting linear system, a
truncation procedure is employed for the basis functions on the elements that are being refined. We
assume that the basis functions of polynomial degree p have Cα,α continuity, where 2α  1 ¤ p.
For the truncation procedure, each of the 4 child elements is split into 9 regions, as shown in
Figure 6.4. Then, Be´zier coefficients in the corner regions, as well as the two edge and center regions
closest to the new basis vertex in each element are zeroed out. We note that the new basis vertices can
correspond to the center vertex, a domain boundary vertex or a removed T-junction.
corner 
p+1 
   +1 
q+1 
β+1 
β+1 
   +1 
corner edge 
edge center 
corner corner edge 
edge 
Fig. 6.4: The 9 regions into which each child element is subdivided. The axis labels show the number
of Be´zier coefficients in each direction.
An example of a quartic basis function before and after subdivision and truncation is plotted
in Figure 6.5. The corresponding Be´zier ordinates for the refined element and the child elements
are shown in Figure 6.6. It can be seen that there are 3 new basis vertices that appear (two on the
boundary and one in the interior) as well as 2 T-junctions. The new basis vertices are each marked
with a rectangle in Figure 6.6 b), while the T-junctions are marked with a triangle each. The shaded
regions surrounding the new basis vertices indicate the Be´zier ordinates to be zeroed out. We note
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that after this procedure, the modified basis function no longer has support on the child element in
the corner of the domain.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6.5: Modification of a quartic (p=4) basis function: a) before truncation b) after truncation
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1/2 1 0 0 0
1/4 1/2 0 0 0
(a)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1/16 3/32 5/64 7/128 9/256
9/64 27/128 45/256 63/512 81/1024
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
9/256 1/64 0 0 0
81/1024 9/256 0 0 0
9/64 27/128 45/256 63/512 81/1024
7/32 21/64 35/128 49/256 63/512
5/16 15/32 25/64 35/128 45/256
3/8 9/16 15/32 21/64 27/128
1/4 3/8 5/16 7/32 9/64
81/1024 9/256 0 0 0
63/512 7/128 0 0 0
45/256 5/64 0 0 0
27/128 3/32 0 0 0
9/64 1/16 0 0 0
(b)
Fig. 6.6: Modification of the Be´zier ordinates corresponding to a quartic basis function: a) initial
Be´zier ordinates on the unrefined element, b) the Be´zier ordinates obtained by applying Algorithm 1 to
each row and then to each resulting column of the ordinates set in a). The shaded areas corresponding
to the new basis vertices indicate the Be´zier ordinates that should be set to zero to obtain the truncated
basis function.
We remark that the truncation step in this construction is related to the truncation of THB-splines,
in the sense that in both cases the support of the basis functions is reduced, resulting in less overlap
and a sparser linear system. Furthermore, at this step, any basis functions which could result in a
linear dependency with the refined basis are deactivated, since all of their Be´zier ordinates are set
to zero. The supports of the corresponding basis functions are identical to those of THB-splines of
continuity Cα,α with dyadic refinement. In both constructions, the resulting approximation space is
algebraically complete, meaning they can represent any piecewise polynomial of given degree and
smoothness on the hierarchical mesh [94, 93].
6.5.3 Insertion of new basis functions
The last step in the refinement procedure is the insertion of new basis functions in the tree data
structure that contains the information about the hierarchical mesh. For each new basis function, this
involves the computation of the corresponding Be´zier ordinates and the assignment of a new global
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basis index. We note that the new basis functions are standard (non-truncated) B-Splines, which can
be computed based on local knot-vector information. The local knot vector corresponding to each
new basis vertex has three distinct knots, which include the parametric coordinates of the endpoints
of the knot-spans to the left, right in the horizontal direction and up and down in the vertical direction
of the vertex. For Cα,α continuity, the multiplicity of the knots is p  α for interior knots and p   1
for boundary knots (as usual for open knot vectors).
In the case of a removed T-junction, the local knot-vectors need to be computed based on the
neighbor connectivity of the elements which is stored in the quad-tree structure. Moreover, the
new basis functions need to be inserted in the neighbor elements as they have support on both the
refined elements and their neighbors. Fortunately, this process is relatively straight-forward since the
restriction to Cα,α continuity ensures that each basis function has support on at most two knot-spans
in each parametric direction.
Finally, the new basis indices corresponding to the new basis functions are determined. The
global indices (IEN array) for the first pp   1q2 basis functions corresponding to each element can
be stored in a two-dimensional array that is organized in the same way as in Figure 6.4. During
refinement (cross-insertion), some basis functions are removed by the truncation step, i.e. all their
Be´zier ordinates are set to zero. Subsequently, new basis functions are added which are assigned
either the old basis indices from the removed functions or incrementally new ones.
An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 6.7. For each of the new basis vertices, the
basis functions in the closest of the nine element regions are being removed. They are transferred to
the refined mesh together with the new indices that are being created. It can be seen that α   1 rows
and columns of basis functions are repeated across element boundaries to ensure Cα,α continuity.
Moreover, it can be seen that corresponding to the mesh T-junctions, no new basis functions are
being inserted.
An implementation issue that should be noted is that, different from NURBS or B-Splines over
uniform meshes, a variable number of splines have support over a given element (knot-span). For
example, in Figure 6.7 b), if the center element is being refined, then one of the resulting child
elements will have more than 25 basis functions with non-zero support. This can be determined
computationally by considering the basis functions inherited from the parent element whose Be´zier
ordinates are not all zero after truncation, together with the new (B-Spline) basis functions associated
with the new basis vertices. Because of the different supports, the global linear independence of the
basis is maintained, even though a local linear dependence may occur.
Finally, we note that a simplification occurs when p  2α   1, i.e. cubic splines with C1 conti-
nuity, quintic splines with C2 continuity, etc. In these cases, the edge and center regions shown in
Figure 6.4 become empty. Then the construction of the new basis functions is simplified and the con-
struction algorithm becomes similar to the standard PHT-splines [49], with pα   1q2 basis functions
associated to each basis vertex. A more detailed overview of the theoretical aspects of the hier-
archical polynomial basis with p ¥ 2α 1, including a basis dimension formula, can be found in [48].
6.5.4 Geometry mappings
The discussion up to this point focused on the construction of the basis functions in the parameter
space. As it is common in IGA, the physical geometry description is given in terms of B-Spline or
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Fig. 6.7: Global indices corresponding to the basis functions on each element (IEN arrays) for p 
4, α  1 (quartic C1,1 polynomials). a) A 4 element mesh before refinement. b) The resulting mesh
and node indices after refining one element. The colored node indices are the new basis functions.
The purple nodes are deleted from the original mesh and reassigned to the refine mesh; the red node
indices are new basis functions and indices.
NURBS mapping F from the parameter space to the physical space, i.e.
Fpuq 
¸
i
Diψipuq  x, (6.8)
where i is a d-dimensional multi-index corresponding to the elements on a coarse mesh that provides
the geometry description. Moreover, u is the coordinate in the parameter space, x is the coordinate
in the physical space, Di are the d-dimensional control points corresponding to the tensor-product
isogeometric basis functions ψi.
The hierarchical spline basis functions are then defined on the physical space with the help of the
inverse mapping F1 as follows:
φpxq  φˆ  F1pxq, (6.9)
where φˆ is a basis function defined on each element in the parameter space as in (6.5).
Two approaches can be considered for the computation of the basis functions on the physical
space. The simplest approach is to consider the mapping fixed, as defined in (6.8). This leads
to a geometry-independent field approximation scheme, as previously considered particularly for
boundary-element methods [90]. Care must be taken that the elements in the hierarchical mesh
are fully contained in the elements for the geometric description and that the continuity across the
element lines is the same for both meshes.
For certain applications, such as time-dependent or moving boundary problems, it is desirable
to calculate the control point corresponding to each basis function in the field discretization. For the
case p  2α   1, the new control points can be easily computed using the geometric information
at each new basis vertex, which is defined as the function value and derivatives up to order α in
each parameter direction of the geometry mapping evaluated at the basis vertex. In particular, we
proceed inductively by assuming that on a given mesh there are N basis functions and the geometry
is determined by the N associated control points. When a new basis vertex is inserted, there are
pα   1qd new basis functions added while we wish to keep the geometric mapping and the previous
control points fixed, i.e.
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F˜puq 
N¸
i1
Diφ˜ipuq  
N pα 1qd¸
jN 1
Djφjpuq  Fpuq, (6.10)
where φ˜i are the (possibly truncated) basis functions from the previous level and φj are the newly
inserted basis functions. Let the new basis vertex be denoted by u. Then due to the truncation, the
basis functions φ˜i and their derivatives up to order α are zero when evaluated at u. Therefore,
BβF˜
Buβ pu
q 
N pα 1qd¸
jN 1
Dj
Bβφj
Buβ pu
q  B
βF
Buβ pu
q, (6.11)
where β  pβ1,    , βdq is a multi-index, with 0 ¤ βi ¤ α, i  1,    , d. This results in a
linear system of pα   1qd equations with pα   1qd unknowns for each spatial direction, where the
left-hand side matrix depends only on the local knot vector coordinates and can be expressed as a
tensor product of pα  1q matrices. We refer to [40] for more details in the case p  3, α  1.
For the case p ¥ 2α   1, a different procedure is needed, similar to that of calculating control
points after knot-insertion in standard B-Splines. We note that if an isoparametric representation is
used on the initial (coarse) mesh, the calculation of new control points is not necessary assuming
the geometry mapping is fixed (F  F˜) at each refinement step. In the case where the geometry
is given using rational B-Splines (NURBS), there is a slight difference between using isoparametric
rational PHT-splines and a geometry independent approximation, as noted also in [79] for the case of
a Hermite basis. These differences are investigated numerically for the case p  3 in the numerical
results section (see in 8.4).
6.6 2D higher-order PHT-spline (degree, p ¡ 3, q ¡ 3 and
continuity Cα  C1, Cβ  C1)
6.6.1 2D refinement algorithm of higher-order PHT-spline
The 2D refinement algorithm starts for example, a 4  4 system of 16 basis function values of a
basis function bki pξ, ηq. Here Be´zier ordinates for the unrefined element for a bi-cubic polynomial.

A11 A12 A13 A14
A21 A22 A23 A24
A31 A32 A33 A34
A41 A42 A43 A44
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
1. Apply De Casteljau [102] algorithm for each row and the matrix A becomes B in dimension
4 8 matrix below: 

B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18
B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28
B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38
B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48
fi
ffiffiffiffifl
2. After the row operation in unrefined Be´zier ordinates, then De Casteljau algorithm [102] is
applied for each column of the matrix B. Matrix B from 4  8 dimension becomes 8  8
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dimension in the form of matrix C below:


C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18
C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 C27 C28
C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 C37 C38
C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46 C47 C48
C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 C57 C58
C61 C62 C63 C64 C65 C66 C67 C68
C71 C72 C73 C74 C75 C76 C77 C78
C81 C82 C83 C84 C85 C86 C87 C88
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
3. Zero out (Fig. 6.6) the entries of matrix C corresponding to new vertices. Here defined in red,
orange and green region Be´zier ordinates becomes zero.
C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18
C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 C27 C28
C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 C37 C38
C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46 C47 C48
C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 C57 C58
C61 C62 C63 C64 C65 C66 C67 C68
C71 C72 C73 C74 C75 C76 C77 C78
C81 C82 C83 C84 C85 C86 C87 C88




4. Add the new basis functions in:
• Current element
• In the neighbour element if there are any T-junctions then it will be removed.
This may result in more than pp   1q  pq   1q basis functions with support on a given
element where p and q is the degree of the B-spline basis function.
5. Establish the element node index connectivities (IEN). For a C1-continuous cubic spline, where
every interior knots is of multiplicity two, the evaluation of the dimension formula is of form:
dimS p3, 3, 1, 1,T q  4pV b   V  q, (6.12)
where V b,V   are boundary vertices, and interior crossing vertices, respectively. For example,
we have V b  8 and V    1 as illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The dimension formula is
dimS p3, 3, 1, 1,T q  4p8  1q  36 (6.13)
In matrix form, it can be written that every vertices is dependent on 44  16 Be´zier ordinates
like:
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b6 b7 b8 
b5 
b3 b2 b1 
b4 
v1 
e1 e2 
e4 e3 
Fig. 6.8: 9 vertices where blue bi is boundary vertices, red vi is crossing vertices and ei are elements.
IEN 
31 32 33 34 33 34 35 36
25 26 27 28 27 28 29 30
19 20 21 22 21 22 23 24
13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 21 22 23 24
13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18
7 8 9 10 9 10 11 12
1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6




If the order becomes higher suppose for p  q  4 for C1-continuity then the Be´zier ordinates
or node index connectivities (IEN) dimension can be calculated for higher-order PHT-spline
and the dimension of spline space can be found from [48]. Given a regular T-mesh and a
corresponding spline space S pp, q, α, β,T q, and suppose p ¥ 2α   1 and q ¥ 2β   1 from
Eq.6.14, where F  4, V  1, p  4, q  4, α  1, β  1, Eh  2, Ev  2 and we get
dimpS4q = 64.
dimS pp, q, α, β,T q  F pp 1qpq 1qEhpp 1qpβ 1qEvpα 1qpq 1q V pα 1qpβ 1q
(6.14)
It can be shown the numbering of the be´zier ordinates in the following way:
IEN 
57 58 59 60 61 60 61 62 63 64
49 50 51 52 53 52 53 54 55 56
41 42 43 44 45 44 45 46 47 48
33 34 35 36 37 36 37 38 39 40
25 26 27 28 29 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 36 37 38 39 40
25 26 27 28 29 28 29 30 31 32
17 18 19 20 21 20 21 22 23 24
9 10 11 12 13 12 13 14 15 16
1 2 3 4 5 4 5 6 7 8




Here for bi-quartic pp  q  4q polynomials, every vertex belongs to 5  5  25 Be´zier
ordinates.
6. Update the neighbour connectivities. The algorithm for updating the neighbouring connectivi-
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ties for element 4 in Fig. 6.9 left are given below:
 For each new child element, here for example PHT-spline element number 2 in Fig. 6.9 right
has neighbouring element left = 1, right = empty, up = 5,6 and down = empty.
 if the child element has neighbour down = [5,6].
 Update neighbour down with the new child element.
 Remove the parent element from the neighbour down list.
 By this way, we have to update the child element neighbour up, neighbour left and neighbour
right after inserting a cross.
Fig. 6.9: Inserting a cross in a parent element at the left figure, e=4 creates child element e={5,6,7,8}
at the figure right.
6.6.2 Higer order PHT-spline basis function
In Fig. 6.10(a) B-spline basis function on coarsest mesh in 2D has been demonstrated for degree
p=q=5 with C2 continuity of knot vector U=V=t0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1u.
Then Bernstein basis function in reference element rξ, ηs  r1, 1sr1, 1s in 2D in Fig. 6.10(b)
and B-spline basis functions represented on the coarsest mesh using Bernstein basis function with
Be´zier extraction operator in Fig. 6.11(a).
(a) B-spline basis functions on coarsest mesh, (b) Bernstein basis on reference element
Fig. 6.10: B-spline and Bernstein basis representation for degree p  q  5 with C2 continuity.
In the above description, we can derive the higher-order PHT-spline basis function using Be´zier
extraction operator and it can be represented in refined elements like Fig. 6.9 demonstrated in
Fig. 6.11(b). In Fig. 6.11(b) it is also noticed after knot insertion at pξ, ηq  p0.75, 0.75q in the
initial mesh rξ, ηs  r0, 0.5, 1s r0, 0.5, 1s more bubble functions are added after inserting a cross in
an element, e  4 in Fig. 6.8.
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(a) B-spline basis functions with Be´zier extraction
operator,
(b) PHT-spline basis functions on refined elements
Fig. 6.11: 2D B-spline representation using Be´zier extraction and PHT spline basis function repre-
sentation on refined mesh with degree p  q  5, C2 continuity.
6.7 Numerical Examples
In this section, we present a numerical example of linear elasticity Eq. 4.24 to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed GIFT method.
6.7.1 Thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure
We now consider a higher-dimensional problem and we start with the example of a linear elasticity
problem on a 2D domain consisting of a pressurized cylinder, as sketched in Fig. 6.12. Here we select
internal and external radius equal to R1  1 and R2  4, and the internal pressure of the cylinder
P  30000N{m2 respectively. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios are E  3  107N{m2 ,
ν  0.25 and plane stress condition is considered in this problem. Symmetry conditions are imposed
on the left and bottom edges, and the outer boundary is traction free. The exact solution for the stress
components as:
σrprq  R
2
1P
R22 R21
p1 R
2
2
r2
q
σφprq  R
2
1P
R22 R21
p1  R
2
2
r2
q
σφr  0
(6.15)
where the radial and the tangential exact displacements are given by:
urprq  R
2
1Pr
EpR22 R21q
t1 ν   R
2
2
r2
p1  νqu
uφprq  0
(6.16)
Here the thick cylinder computational domain in Fig. 6.13 is represented by quadratic NURBS
and the solution field is represented by cubic C1 PHT-spline in Fig. 6.13(a), quadratic in Fig. 6.13(b)
and quintic in Fig. 6.13(c). we will consider initially from cubic C1-continuous PHT-spline which
can be exactly represented by a single quadratic NURBS patch geometry. Adaptive local refinement
used to capture higher stress concentration in the solution field using the hierarchical property of
this PHT-spline. Later we will also compare the results with higher-order and greater continuous
PHT-spline with the cubic C1 PHT-splines.
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R =4 
R =1 
P=30000N/m2 
Y 
X 
Fig. 6.12: Thick pressurized cylinder.
In this example, the performance of the error estimator can be analyzed for a smooth solution.
For refinement, a Do¨rfler refinement scheme was used, with the parameter θ  0.75. Therefore
refinement steps are needed for this example to obtain a mesh with as few elements as possi-
ble where the stress could be more. The refined meshes for polynomial degrees 3, 4 and 5 are
shown in Fig. 6.13, where the refinement was stopped when the estimated relative error reached 105.
For higher polynomial degrees, meshes with significantly fewer elements are required to reach
the target relative error 105. In particular, much more graded meshes are obtained for p  3 and
p  4, with most of the refinements concentrated around the inner circular zone of the cylinder as the
stress concentration is higher in this zone.
In Fig. 6.14 shows contour plots for the thick cylinder of different displacements and stress
components.
From Fig. 6.15 it is shown that for higher-order with greater continuity we can get more accuracy
and higher convergence rate in the energy norm. For this thick cylinder numerical problem with a
smooth solution, the convergence rate does not change much between the refinement levels as we
can see from the H1-norm convergence plots.
In Fig. 6.15, the convergence plots for the different polynomial degrees with uniform and adaptive
refinements are shown for the energy norm. We observe good agreement between the estimated
error obtained using the recovery-based estimator and the exact error computed using the analytical
solution. For the adaptive refinement and the last refined mesh, the effectivity indices (defined as the
ratio of the estimated error and the actual error) are 1.0367 for p  3, 1.0849 for p  4, and 1.2149
for p  5. Here for higher polynomial degree, because of the smooth solution we do not get much
advantage by using adaptive refinement as error convergence rate gets closer to uniform refinements.
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(b) PHT with p  4 (232 active elements)
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(c) PHT with p  5 (88 active elements)
Fig. 6.13: The refined meshes for different polynomial degrees p in the thick cylinder example.
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction (b) Displacement component in Y-direction
(c) Stress component in X-direction (d) Stress component in Y-direction
(e) Stress component in XY-direction (f) Von Misses stress
Fig. 6.14: Contour plots of displacement and stress components of the thick cylinder.
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Fig. 6.15: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy H1 norm vs. the number of degree of
freedom for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for thick cylinder example.
Chapter 7
3D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline
GIFT has been introduced for choosing independently the geometry space and field approxima-
tion space due to certain constraints at the geometry spline space which may not be suitable to
approximate the solution spline space. So this is an alternative approach of isogeometric analysis
with some certain benefits. In the CAD community, Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS)
are classically used for creating the geometry but it has certain drawbacks to use for the solution
approximation in numerical analysis. The main drawback of using NURBS is the lack of local
refinement and watertight properties. For this reason, recently different spline basis functions have
been exploited by IGA such as locally refined splines, T-splines, polycube splines, Sabine splines,
truncated hierarchical B-spline and polynomial splines over hierarchical T-meshes.
Although PHT-splines inherit all the important properties of NURBS such as the partition of
unity, linear independence, non-negativity and local support. PHT-splines also have the capability
of local refinement due to hierarchical properties and joining geometric objects without gaps and
overlaps preserving higher continuity everywhere in comparison to NURBS. So choosing NURBS
as basis spline for the geometry is the most common and popular in the CAD community and using
PHT-spline for the solution field approximation is the main approach we concentrated here with
GIFT mapping for the 3D cases.
In this chapter the adaptive 2D PHT-spline approach is extended to 3D PHT-spline using GIFT
mapping for linear elasto-static problems. We used adaptive refinement using recovery based er-
ror estimation with super-convergent points where the idea Super convergent Patch Recovery (SPR)
technique proposed by [133, 134]. Here at first, we will discuss the common cubic, C1 continuous
PHT-spline for the 3D cases and extend our implementation to the higher-order and greater continuity
of PHT-spline. Using higher-order and continuity PHT-spline basis can provide more efficient and
robust performance comparing to lower order and continuous PHT-spline basis.
7.1 Polynomial spline over 3D hierarchical T-meshes, de-
gree p  3, C1 continuity
In this section, we will describe the 3D hierarchical T-meshes and definition of spline spaces for
3D case with dimension formula for cubic C1 continuous PHT-spline basis function.
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7.1.1 3D T-meshes
3D T-meshes is the extension of 2D T-meshes where a mesh on a rectangular grid allow
T-junctions and the end points of each grid line lie on two other grid lines. Similar to 2D in 3D
cases each cell and facets are formed by quadrilateral. A 3D T-mesh is basically a partition of unity
of a cuboid domain Ω P R3 such that every part is a smaller cuboid or we can call octuples where
there are no holes among them (see in Fig. 7.1). Suppose Ω is a 3D T-mesh, which is a partition of
octuples Ξ. Then the smaller octuple is called cell of the T-mesh. A vertex of the octuples in the
T-mesh is assigned to each grid point. If a vertex is on the boundary of domain Ω boundary Ξ, then
it is called boundary vertex (see in Fig. 7.1 boundary vertex bi) otherwise if a vertex is inside the
domain, it is called interior vertex (v i in Fig. 7.1 ). If an edge is on the boundary, then it is called
a boundary edge (b1b2); otherwise, it is called an interior edge(v 1 b24). Same things also go for
faces (boundary face (b16b23b10b3) and interior face (v 1 b23b16b26)). Two parallel faces are called
adjacent faces if they share a common rectangle (b13b25v 1 b23).
Composite face(c-face) and Composite edge (c-edge) are important to define dimension
formula for higher-order and continuity PHT-basis. A c-face can be defined such as a face of some
cell is adjacent to the c-face, then it belongs to the c-face, but this is not the case for any subsets
of c-face. A composite edge can be defined such as of some direction of a set of edges which is
adjacent to the c-edge, then it belongs to the c-edge. It can be said that all the boundary faces are
c-faces. For example in Fig. 7.1 b13b25v 1 b23 is a c-face of yz and v
 
1 b22b19b26 is a c-face of xy.
c-edges are b26v 1 in y-direction and b23v
 
1 in z-direction respectively.
Plus edge (p-edge) is called such an edge if a c-edge belongs to four c-faces, then it is only on
the edges of cells in the domain Ω. Plus vertex (p-vertex) is a vertex, if a vertex does not lie on any
faces of all the cells (b26v 1 and b23v
 
1 are p-edges and v
 
1 , b23, b22 are p-vertex ). Another special
kind of vertex for 3D T-mesh is e-vertex which lies on the p-edge and the vertex of four cells and
also end point of six edges. For example v  is an e-vertex.
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Fig. 7.1: Example of 3D T-mesh.
7.1.2 3D hierarchical T-meshes
Hierarchical T-meshes consist of a standard tensor product splines on a cube with three knot
sequences U  tu1, u2, ...., un p 1u, V  tv1, v2, ...., vm q 1u, W  tw1, w2, ...., wl r 1u,
where p, q, r are the polynomial orders, and n,m, l are the number of basis along x, y, and
z-direction respectively. We can construct 3D hierarchical T-meshes from starting level S0 to Sk
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where k  0, 1, 2, ... in the following iterative way. For any k ¥ 1, selecting some cells of level k
from Sk and dividing each of the selected k into eight octuples which are parallel to xy, yz and zx.
Then we can get the mesh in level Sk 1 and all the new octuples are leveled with (k   1). Then we
can call any mesh for k ¥ 1, the mesh Sk is called 3D hierarchical T-meshes of level k. In Fig. 7.2
we can see the different hierarchical levels of 3D hierarchical T-meshes.
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 7.2: (a) 3D Hierarchical T-Mesh at level S0, (b) 3D Hierarchical T-Mesh at level S1, (c) 3D
Hierarchical T-Mesh at levelS2.
7.1.3 A dimensional formula for 3D T-meshes
The dimensional formula for 3D T-mesh is a generalization of 2D T-mesh described by [48]. Let
T be the 3D T-mesh with the octuples Ξ, and Ω P R3 be the region occupied by all the octuples in
T . Then, when p ¥ 2α  1, q ¥ 2β   1 and r ¥ 2γ   1, it can be written the dimensional formula
in the following way:
S pp, q, r, α, β, γ,T q  tspx, y, zq P Cα,β,γpΩq|spx, y, zq|φ P Ppqr @ φ P Ξu, (7.1)
where Ppqr is space consists of all polynomials with tri-degree pp, q, rq, and the space Cα,β,γpΞq
consists of all tri-variate functions which are continuous in Ξ with the order α, β, γ along x, y, z-
directions respectively. It can be said that the space S pp, q, r, α, β, γ,T q is a linear space and we
can mention it as the spline space over the T-mesh T .
For any cubic C1-continuous spline, where every interior knots have multiplicity two, the dimen-
sional formula can be written as:
dimS p3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1,T q  8pV b   V  q, (7.2)
where, V b, V   are the boundary and interior vertices respectively. From Eq. 7.2 it is shown that
the number of basis functions can be constructed for each of the boundary and crossing vertices. It
also implies that each of the boundary and cross vertices is connected to 8 basis functions.
For example, using the corollary 1 in [84] it can be shown that for p  q  r  3, C1 continuity
where α  β  γ  1 the dimensional formula for a cell with a cross (see Fig. 7.1) can be written in
the following way:
dimS p3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1,T q  p3  1q3   p8 1qp3  1qp1  1qp3  1  2q
12p3  1qp1  1qp3 1q   p1 0 0 0qp1  1q2p4 1q  216
(7.3)
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where, number of cell C  8, internal number of faces F  12 and internal number of vertices
V    1, Vx  0, Vy  0, Vz  0.
Using Corollary 2 in [84], we can also get the same dimension
dimS p3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1,T q  p1  1qp1  1qp1  1q27  216, (7.4)
where the number of total p-vertices are, V    27.
Similarly for higher degree p  q  r  5 with continuity order α  β  γ  2 from corollary
2 in [84], the dimensional formula can be defined with the number of basis functions as follows:
dimS p5, 5, 5, 2, 2, 2,T q  p2  1qp2  1qp2  1q27  729 (7.5)
So we can construct by this way for higher-order 3D PHT-spline the number of basis functions
for each of the boundary and crossing vertices.
7.1.4 Basis function representation and refinement in 3D
The construction of the basis functions in three dimensions can be performed in a similar manner
as in 2D, though the proper “book-keeping” of the hierarchical structure is significantly more
challenging. In terms of neighbor connectivity, each 3D element may have a variable number of face
neighbors for each of the 6 faces and edge neighbors for the 12 edges of the element. As before,
these are stored as pointers in the element structure. Each basis function in the parameter space
is determined by pp   1q3 Be´zier ordinates, which can be arranged in a three-dimensional array.
However, for performance reasons, the basis functions associated with each element are stored in a
two-dimensional matrix where each row contains the pp 1q3 ordinates for a particular basis function.
The refinement is performed in an element-by-element fashion, where the first step is the
application of the Algorithm 1 in each parametric direction, yielding the Be´zier representation of the
basis on each of the eight child elements. For the truncation part, the pp   1q  pp   1q  pp   1q
ordinates array is divided into 27 subregions, of which there are 8 corners, 12 edges, 6 faces and 1
center. The corner regions contain pα  1q3 ordinates, while the edge, face and center region contain
pp 2α 1qpα  1q2, pp 2α 1q2pα  1q, and pp 2α 1q3 ordinates respectively. For the case
p  2α  1, only the corner regions are non-empty.
We note that for each refined 3D element, there are 19 possible locations for new basis vertices,
versus 5 for 2D (at the element center, or one of the 6 face centers, or one of 12 edge midpoints). The
new basis functions that are inserted are standard B-Splines whose local knot vectors are determined
by the position of basis vertex in the element and the element neighbors. The other parts of the
refinement algorithm are similar to those in 2D, though more cases need to be considered due to the
increased complexity. We refer to the published code for more implementation details.
7.2 Numerical example of 3D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline
Similar to the 2D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline, we will show some 3D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline
numerical examples where recovery-based error estimation has been used with GIFT geometry map-
ping. Similar to our 2D implementation here as well geometry has been considered with NURBS and
the solution field has been approximated using PHT-spline. At level 0, both NURBS and PHT-splines
represented with a uniformly coarse mesh for the initial step. But we refine at the solution space
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which has been defined by PHT-spline keeping the initial NURBS geometry fixed. As PHT-splines
formulation allows for local refinement, we do refinement only in the solution field.
7.2.1 Hollow sphere subjected to internal pressure
The first example is performed with a hollow sphere of internal radius R1  1m and external
radius R2  2m, subjected to an internal pressure P  1N{m2 as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. Only 1{8 of
the geometry is modeled due to symmetry and symmetry conditions are imposed on the three planes
of geometry. The material parameters are Young’s modulus E  1kPa and Poisson ratio ν  0.3.
The exact solutions in polar coordinates by [122] are:
R2 
R1 
P 
R1=1 
R2=2 
E=1.0E3 
P=1N/m2 
𝜈 = 0.3 
Fig. 7.3: Geometry and material specification of a hollow sphere subjected to internal pressure.
Exact displacement
ur  PR
3
1r
EpR32 R31q
p1 2νq   p1  νqR32
2r3

(7.6)
Exact stresses
σrr  PR
3
1pR32  r3q
r3pR31 R32q
σθθ  PR
3
1pR32  r3q
r3pR31 R32q
σφφ  0
σrθ  0
σrφ  0
, (7.7)
where r is the radial distance from the centroid of the sphere to the point of interest in the sphere.
In Fig. 7.4 different hierarchical refined meshes at the different degrees (p  3, 4, 5) are shown.
The initial geometric mesh is defined by NURBS and the solution space is represented by PHT-spline.
For different degree, it can be seen that for higher-order PHT-spline we need less element to reach
the target relative error. Here, the target relative error is 104.
In Fig. 7.5 the displacement and stress contour plot for degree p  3 at the refinement level k  5
has been demonstrated. It can be noticed that at the inside of the hollow sphere we have higher stress
concentration which has been captured by adaptive refinement.
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(a) PHT with p  3 (b) PHT with p  4
(c) PHT with p  5
Fig. 7.4: The refined meshes for different polynomial degrees p in the hemisphere example.
In Fig. 7.6, the convergence plots for different polynomial degrees with uniform and adaptive
refinements are shown in the energy norm. We observe due to smooth solution we get almost similar
convergence rates for lower degree p  3 with greater accuracy in adaptive refinement comparing
to uniform refinement. But for the higher degree (p  4, 5) the adaptive refinement at some stage
decreases and then we get a better convergence rate at later steps comparing to uniform refinement.
For the adaptive refinement and the last refined mesh, the effectivity indices (defined as the ratio of
the estimated error and the actual error) are 1.1961 for p  3, 1.1208 for p  4 and 6.3354 for p  5.
Here for this example, the effectivity index is considered θ  0.75 and target relative error = 104.
7.2.2 Cube with an internal spherical hole in an infinite domain sub-
jected to uniform tension
In this problem, we are considering a cube with an internal spherical hole in an infinite domain in
R3 is shown in Fig. 7.7. The exact stresses, given using spherical coordinates pr, φ, θq by [22, 111],
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are:
σrr  S cos2 θ   S
7 5ν
 a3
r3
p6 5p5 νq cos2 θq   6a
5
r5
p3 cos2 θ  1q
σφφ  3S
2p7 5νq
 a3
r3
p5ν  2  5p1 2νq cos2 θq   a
5
r5
p1 5 cos2 θq
σθθ  S sin2 θ   S
2p7 5νq
 a3
r3
p4 5ν   5p1 2νq cos2 θq   3a
5
r5
p3 7 cos2 θq
σrθ  S
  1  1
7 5ν p
5a3p1  νq
r3
  12a
5
r5
q sin θ cos θ,
(7.8)
where a denotes the radius of the sphere, S is the uniaxial tension applied at infinity, µ is the shear
modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
Because of the symmetry, 1{8 of the problem domain in Figure 7.7 is discretized. Four geometric
patches are used to minimize the distortions due to the parametrization. The stress field in the
z-direction obtained for a fine mesh with p  3 and the refined meshes for different polynomial
degrees are plotted in Figure 7.8. We note that the maximum stress of 2.05 corresponds to the
theoretical maximum stress of σmax  3Sp9  5νq{p14  10νq, where S  1 is the tension at
infinity and ν  0.3 is the Poisson ratio. It is also observed that for a given accuracy (in this case a
relative error of 104 in the energy norm was selected as the target), fewer elements are required as
the polynomial degree increases.
The convergence plots for this problem are shown in Figure 7.9. We observe that the optimal con-
vergence rate in terms of degrees of freedom pOpNp{3qq is obtained for both adaptive and uniform
refinements, though fewer degrees of freedom are needed when adaptivity is used for a given ac-
curacy. The effectivity index on the finest meshes is 1.07 for p  3, 1.19 for p  4 and 1.37 for p  5.
7.2.3 Solid C1 elastic “horseshoe” subjected to equal and opposite in-
plane flat edge displacements on the soles of the shoe
In this example, we consider a solid C1 elastic “horseshoe” numerical problem in Fig. 7.10.
The dimensions of the domain are considered here length L  1, height H  1 and width
W  1. The elastic properties for this example are considered Young modulus E  100kPa and
Poisson ratio ν  0.3 and the equal and opposite imposed displacement on the soles of the shoe is 0.1.
The meshes for different degree p  3, 4, 5 with adaptive refinement is shown in Fig. 7.11. The
displacement and stress contour plot is shown in Fig. 7.12.
The H1 error in the approximate energy norm is shown in Fig. 7.13 with adaptive GIFT PHT-
spline refinement for degree p  3, 4, 5 and compared with uniform PHT-spline refinement. As in
this example, we have a smooth solution, so the accuracy of adaptive GIFT PHT-spline in energy
norm for the lower degree (p  3) is higher with the same convergence rate as uniform refinement.
But for higher degrees (p  4, 5) we get a higher convergence rate in adaptive refinement comparing
to uniform refinement. The target relative error was considered here 0.01 and Do¨rfler refinement
scheme was used, with the effectivity index θ  0.75 for adaptive refinement.
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction. (b) Displacement component in Y-direction.
(c) Displacement component in Z-direction. (d) Stress component in X-direction.
(e) Stress component in Y-direction. (f) Stress component in Z-direction.
(g) Stress component in XY-direction. (h) Stress component in YZ-direction.
Fig. 7.5: Contour plots of displacement and stress components (x,y,z) of the Hollow sphere subjected
to internal pressure.
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Fig. 7.6: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energyH1 norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4, 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for Hollow sphere example.
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Fig. 7.7: Geometry and material specification of cube with a spherical hole in a infinite domain
subjected to uniform tension.
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(a) z-direction stress (b) Mesh for p  3 (38336 elements)
(c) Mesh for p  4 (8432 elements) (d) Mesh for p  5 (3616 elements)
Fig. 7.8: The z-direction stress and the refined meshes corresponding to the different polynomial
degrees p for the cube with a hole example.
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Fig. 7.9: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the cube with a hole example.
Fig. 7.10: Geometry of elastic horseshoe subjected to equal and opposite in-plane flat edge displace-
ments on the soles of the shoe.
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(a) Mesh for p  3 (528 elements) (b) Mesh for p  4 (346 elements)
(c) Mesh for p  5 (122 elements)
Fig. 7.11: The refined meshes corresponding to the different polynomial degrees p for the horse shoe
example.
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(a) Displacement magnitude (b) Von Mises stress
Fig. 7.12: The von-mises stress and the displacement contour plot for p  3 for the horse shoe
example.
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Fig. 7.13: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the horse shoe example.
Chapter 8
Multi-patch analysis of adaptive GIFT
In this chapter, we will discuss multipatch analysis. Multipatch is necessary to handle more general
geometries and using GIFT it is possible to handle C0 continuity. Any knot that has repeated degree,
p times resulting a C0 continuity line can be modeled by splitting the parameter space into patches
along the knot line. There are several approaches to handle connectivity between the patches and we
will discuss the approach we considered here to handle several patches in geometry.
8.1 Handling geometries in multipatch
Multipatch analysis can be performed using GIFT as the PHT-spline basis function can handle
more than C0-continuous basis functions across the elements comparing to classical Finite Element
Analysis (FEA). Using this advantage it can be adjustable to the smoothness across the knot spans in
between the element patches. Multipatch analysis is also necessary because the vast majority of CAD
models comprise multipatch geometries. There are several ways of handling multipatch geometries.
They are:
 Master-slave approach [44].
 Weakly coupling based on Nitsche’s method [97, 104].
8.1.1 Multi-patch domains
It can be defined that for complex domains, it is generally desirable to consider multiple patches,
each of which are associated with a different parameter domain. While several techniques for weak
coupling have been proposed (see for example [97, 104]), the simplest and most robust way to couple
multiple conforming patches is by identifying the degrees of freedom at the patch interfaces. Due to
the hierarchical structure of the meshes which allow local refinements, it is relatively easy to obtain
conforming patches by matching the knot-vectors along the common boundaries. This procedure
ensures that C0 continuity is strongly enforced along the patch boundaries, with a minimal amount
of extra refinement or computational cost. Other proposed methods to couple multi-patch geometries
can also be used without additional difficulties.
8.1.2 Multi-patch approach by knot insertion 2D PHT-mesh
In our approach as it can be mentioned before that any knot that is repeated p times resulting
a C0 lines can be modeled by splitting the parameter space into patches along the knot vector. By
doing splitting the patches, we can make conforming patches by knot insertion. The approach we
considered here are:
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 Define the patch boundaries and configure which patch is connected by which neighboring patches
with the numbering of edge orientation.
 At first check the conformity between the patches.
 If the patches are not conforming then insert a cross in case of PHT-spline to make the conformity
in between the patches.
 Match up the global node indices on the neighboring patches.
Now we will describe in details the implementation of the multi-patch approach by knot insertion
what we have considered for our multi-patch analysis.
8.1.2.1 Patch boundary configuration
At first to do multi-patch analysis we need to define the patch boundary connectivity and also
which patch boundary edge is connected to which other patch boundary edge. It is also needed to
mention the edge orientation to define the patch boundary edges to connect the patches. Here in
Fig. 8.2 we will show a simple example which has also used in the numerical example 8.4.4, the
patch connectivity and defining the numbering of the orientation of patch boundaries. The direction
of the parameter space has to match across the patch boundaries and in Fig. 8.1 we see that each
patch has 2 2 elements on the coarsest mesh, the element numbers should increase for both patches
or decrease for both patches in the same direction. Note that, this is handled through an additional
flag described by [51]. In the case of numbering the patches, patch boundaries cannot be set in any
random order. In particular, there needs to be an ordering according to which the global node numbers
are assigned.
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Fig. 8.1: Example of patch boundary configuration. Here in the box the numbering for edges are:
1-bottom edge, 2-right edge, 3-top edge, 4-left edge. Patch numbering is shown without box.
Tab. 8.1: Example of patch boundary connection configuration. Edge numbering: 1-bottom edge,
2-right edge, 3-top edge, 4-left edge.
Patch A Patch B Connected edge number of patch A Connected edge number of patch B
1 4 1 3
4 3 1 3
[1,3] 2 [3,1] [1,3]
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In Tab. 8.1 we can see according to the example in Fig. 8.1 that patch 1 is defined as Patch A and
patch 4 is defined as Patch B which are connected by the edge 1(bottom) of patch 1 and edge 3(top)
of patch 4. Next patch 4 is defined as (Patch A) and patch 3 defined as (Patch B) are connected
by edge 1(bottom) of patch 4 and edge 3(top) of patch 3. Here, for the last patch configuration to
complete a circuit we need to define patch 1 and 3 together as Patch A which are connected to patch
2 as Patch B with the corresponding edges 3(top) and 1(bottom) for connecting patches 1 and 2
and to connect the patches 3 and 2 is done by the edges 1(bottom) and 3(top) of the respective patches.
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Fig. 8.2: Example of patch boundary configuration in the coarsest mesh where every patch consists
of 2 2 elements. Here the numbering for edges are: r2, 3s-bottom edge, r3, 5s-right edge, r4, 5s-top
edge, r2, 4s-left edge.
In Fig.8.2, we insert one cross in every patch in parametric PHT coordinate and on the coarsest
mesh it can be noticed that the side which has a number of pair r2, 3s along the edge is the bottom
side in the parameter space, the side that has a number of pair r3, 5s along the edge is the right side,
the side that has a number of pair r4, 5s is the top edge and the side that has a number of pair r2, 4s
is the left side edge. This configuration makes it easier to impose boundary conditions and check the
orientation of the boundary edges in the patches.
8.1.2.2 Checking the conformity between the patches
At the first step of this multi-patch approach, we need to check if the parametric coordinates in
between the patches are conforming or not. For example in Fig. 8.3 we have 2 patches which are
defined as patch A and patch B respectively. Here we can see that patch A consists of 4 elements and
the right side has 2 edges r0, 0.5s and r0.5, 1s in parametric coordinates. Patch B consists of only 1
element and on the left side it has 1 edge in parametric coordinate r0, 1s. So it is necessary to check
at first the patch boundaries (here right side for patch A and left side for patch B) whether the edges
match the coordinates of the boundaries in between the patches or not. If it does not match the edges
of the patch boundaries then for making the patches conforming it will insert a cross at the patch B to
make a conforming patch in between patch boundaries A and B.
8.1.2.3 Make conforming patch by cross insertion
After checking in every patch boundaries of several patches, it marks which patch boundaries
are conforming and non-conforming. When it finds non-conforming patch boundaries in between
patches, it inserts a cross to make conforming in between the patches at the patch boundary. Here in
Fig. 8.4, we can see that as it finds patch B boundary does not match with the patch A boundary, it
inserts a cross in patch B to make conforming patches.
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Fig. 8.3: Example of non conforming patches.
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Fig. 8.4: Making conforming patches by a cross insertion at patch B.
So after insertion of a cross in patch B, the right side of patch A and left side of patch B consist
of 2 edges r0, 0.5s and r0.5, 1s in parametric coordinates.
8.1.2.4 Match up the global node indices on the neighboring patches
To match up the patch boundaries between the neighboring patches we need to make changes the
numbering at the global node indices in case of using PHT-spline for multi-patch analysis. We need
to connect two conforming patches by changing the global node indices entry in between the patches.
In Fig. 8.5 we can see the global node indices numbering in between patches patch A, B, C and D
respectively.
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Fig. 8.5: Global node indices numbering in between patches.
At first, it checks the nodal indices along the patch boundary of patches B and C. Here the nodal
indices at the edge of patch B are r6, 12, 18, 24s and in patch C are r1, 7, 13, 19s. As the numbering
of nodal indices is the same in these edges of two patches, so they are conforming patches, otherwise,
it will be non-conforming patches. It creates a node pattern for the patch C to make a conforming
global node index and to glue together with patch B.
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8.1.3 Multi-patch approach by knot insertion of 3D PHT-mesh
The multi-patch approach by knot insertion of 3D PHT-mesh is the extension of 2D PHT-spline
mesh. Here instead of edges, the patches are connected by faces.
8.1.3.1 Patch configuration 3D PHT-mesh
The patch boundary configuration for 3D PHT-mesh is similar to the 2D configuration of
PHT-mesh. Here in Fig. 8.6 it can be seen that the Patch A and Patch B are connected by faces 2(left)
and 4(right) while in 2D cases of PHT-mesh the patches are connected by edges. The numbering of
the faces are 1 for the front face, 2 for left face, 3 for back face, 4 for right face, 5 for down face and
6 for the top face.
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Fig. 8.6: Patch boundary configuration of 3D PHT-mesh. Here the numbering for faces are: 1-front
face, 2-left face, 3-back face, 4-right, 5-down face, 6-up face.
8.1.3.2 Make a conforming patch of 3D PHT-mesh by knot insertion
For the 3D PHT-mesh similar to 2D PHT-mesh at first, it checks the mesh conformity in between
the patches A and B. For example in Fig. 8.7 at first it checks the two 3D patches whether the faces
in between the two patches A and B the vertices of each edge match or not. If the configuration
of vertices in between two patches mismatch Fig. 8.7(a) then it inserts a cross to the corresponding
patch to make the patches conforming (see in Fig. 8.7(b)).
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Fig. 8.7: (a) Patch A and B are non conforming patches, (b) Making conforming patches by a cross
insertion at patch B.
8.1.3.3 Match up the global node indices on the neighboring patches for 3D PHT-mesh
After making the patches of 3D PHT-mesh conforming, the next step is to match the global node
indices which are similar to the 2D case. But here instead of checking nodal indices of edges, it
checks the nodal indices of faces in between the patches. It creates a node pattern for the two 3D
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patches to make conforming global node indices when it finds the two patches are conforming.
8.2 GIFT 2D multi-patch analysis using PHT-spline with
the approach by knot insertion
We will describe the process how the GIFT method has been applied for doing 2D multi-patch
analysis using PHT-spline with the approach by knot insertion.
 Get the initial 2D GIFT NURBS geometry with coarse mesh associated with control points, knot
vectors, Be´zier extraction operators, etc for using GIFT mapping.
 Initialize the PHT-spline geometry on a coarse mesh.
 Define the connectivity in between the patches by the edge orientation numbering (1-bottom, 2-
right, 3-up, 4-left).
 Check the conformity between the patches.
 If it is found a non-conforming patch in between patch boundaries then it makes conforming
patches by knot insertion (cross insertion in case of PHT-spline).
 Connects two conforming patches by changing the global node indices.
 Do the assembly of the linear system of equations and impose the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions.
 Solve the system of equations.
 Estimate the error using a recovery-based error estimator for every patch (see 4.5).
 In adaptive refinement steps (see 4.4.1), it does the local refinement in the marked patches (see
4.5.3) using PHT-spline cross insertion at the solution field.
 It keeps doing the refinement until the global error estimator   target relative error.
8.3 GIFT 3D multi-patch analysis using PHT-spline with
the approach by knot insertion
We extend the 2D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline multi-patch analysis for the 3D case. For the 3D
GIFT PHT-spline multi-patch analysis we define the patch boundaries by face numbering and check
patch conformity in between faces of every 3D PHT patches instead of edges in the 2D case. The
algorithm here for 3D PHT-spline multi-patch analysis is similar to 2D which is described below:
 Get the initial 3D GIFT NURBS geometry with coarse mesh associated with control points, knot
vectors, Be´zier extraction operators, etc to do GIFT mapping.
 Initialize the 3D PHT-spline geometry on a coarse mesh.
 Define the connectivity in between the patches by face orientation numbering (1-front, 2-left, 3-
back, 4-right, 5-down, 6-up).
 Check the conformity between the 3D patches. At first, needs to check that the patches are con-
forming or not and if needed, makes them conforming through mesh refinement.
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 If it is a non-conforming patch in between patches then it makes conforming patches by knot
insertion (cross insertion in case of 3D PHT-spline which makes 8 octuples).
 Connects two conforming patches by changing the global node indices. Shift the basis function
indices in nodes pattern so that globally the patches become conforming.
 Do the assembly of the linear system of equations and impose the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions.
 Solve the system of equations.
 Estimate the error using a recovery-based error estimator for every patch of octuples(see 4.5).
 In adaptive refinement steps (see 4.4.1), it does the local refinement in the marked patches (see
4.5.3) using PHT-spline cross insertion at the solution field.
 It keeps doing the refinement until global error estimator   target relative error.
8.4 2D Numerical Examples of multi-patch analysis
In this section, we will demonstrate several benchmark numerical examples using GIFT method
for multi-patch analysis with NURBS for geometry and PHT-splines in the solution field to do adap-
tive local refinement. We will show numerical examples like Plate with a circular hole, L-shaped
wedge and Edge crack using several patches where it can handleC0 continuity in between the patches.
8.4.1 Plate with a circular hole
This is an example of an infinite plate with a circular hole under constant in-plane tension. It
involves two conforming patches where initial coarse mesh has been taken with NURBS geometric
description, while solution space has been chosen by PHT-spline using the GIFT mapping. In
Fig. 8.8 the geometry, boundary conditions and material properties of the problem along with the
exact solution have been shown. It has an advantage of symmetrical geometry and for this reason,
only a quarter of the model is considered here with 2 conforming patches. The exact solutions of
displacements and stresses are given below:
Exact displacements:
urpr, θq  p1  νqTx
E
r cos θ
1  ν  
2R2 cos θ
p1  νqr  
R2 cos 3θ
2r
 R
4 cos 3θ
2r3
	
uθpr, θq  p1  νqTx
E

 νr sin θ
1  ν  p1 νq
R2 sin θ
p1  νqr  
R2 sin 3θ
2r
 R
4 sin 3θ
2r3
	 (8.1)
Exact stresses:
σrrpr, θq  Tx
2

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
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(8.2)
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Fig. 8.8: Problem description for the plate with a circular hole example
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(a) RHT with p  3 (4856 elements)
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(b) PHT with p  3 (4280 elements)
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(c) PHT with p  4 (512 elements)
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(d) PHT with p  5 (272 elements)
Fig. 8.9: The refined meshes for different polynomial degrees p.
The refined meshes for the polynomial degrees 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 8.9, where the
refinement is stopped when the relative error in energy norm reaches 105. The Do¨rfler marking
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Fig. 8.10: Relative error (exact and estimated) in the energy norm vs. the number of degree of
freedom for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the plate with a hole example.
parameter has the value θ  0.75, meaning that at each step the elements contributing to at least 75%
of the error are refined. We note that for the cubic degree, the resulting refinements for polynomial
spline basis with a rational mapping and the rational isoparametric splines are similar. For higher
polynomial degrees, the meshes have considerably fewer elements and the number of refinement
steps for reaching the target relative error is also significantly smaller.
In Figure 8.10, the convergence plots for the different polynomial degrees with uniform and adap-
tive refinements are shown for the energy norm. It can be seen that for the cubic degree, the results
for the rational basis and the polynomial splines are almost identical. We observe good agreement be-
tween the estimated error obtained using the recovery-based estimator and the exact error computed
using the analytical solution. For the adaptive refinement and the last refined mesh, the effectivity
indices (defined as the ratio of the estimated error and the actual error) are 1.03 for p  3, 1.06 for
p  4, and 1.24 for p  5. We also note that the optimal convergence rate in terms of degrees of
freedom N , i.e. OpNp{2q is obtained for both uniform and adaptive refinements.
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Fig. 8.11: Geometry, boundary conditions and material properties for the L-shaped wedge problem.
8.4.2 L-shaped wedge
The next example was considered was the L-shaped wedge taken from [116], which exhibits
singularity at the wedge apex. The analytical solution to this problem is given by [117] where a
wedge angle of 2α  3pi{2 was used. We have considered the mode 1 loading case, exact tractions
were applied along all faces with appropriate displacement constraints as shown in Fig. 8.11.
Material properties E  1e4 and ν  0.3 were used under plane strain conditions.
The domain is discretized using 3 PHT patches, each of which is a linear transformation (dilation
and rotation) of a unit square. In this example, the performance of the error estimator can be analyzed
for a non-smooth solution, without the possible interference from a non-linear geometric mapping.
For refinement, a Do¨rfler refinement scheme was used, with the parameter θ  0.5. A lower θ and
therefore more refinement steps are needed for this example to obtain a mesh with as few elements
as possible due to the error pollution effect from the singularity at the re-entrant corner. The refined
meshes for polynomial degrees 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 8.12, where the refinement was
stopped when the estimated relative error reached 105.
Similarly to the previous example, for higher polynomial degrees, meshes with significantly
fewer elements are required to reach the given precision. In particular, much more graded meshes
are obtained for p  3 and p  4, with most of the refinements concentrated around the re-entrant
corner.
The convergence plots for this example are shown in Figure 8.13. For uniform refinement, a
non-optimal rate of convergence is observed, as expected due to the non-smooth solution. Because
the initial mesh is very coarse, with just 22 elements in each patch, uniform refinement is selected
in the first two steps. Afterwards, most of the refinement is concentrated near the singularity at
the re-entrant corner. Finally, the refinement zone is progressively enlarged with some refinements
farther away in the domain as the error decreases. We observe that for sufficiently fine meshes, an
optimal convergence rate is obtained for adaptive refinements. The effectivity indices for the error
estimator approach 1 as the mesh is refined, reaching 1.003 for p  3, 1.04 for p  4 and 1.06 for
p  5. For uniform refinement, the effectivity of the estimator is significantly worse even on the
most refined meshes as the error near the singularity is not as well controlled.
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Fig. 8.12: The refined meshes for different polynomial degrees p in the L-Shaped wedge example.
Computational times for the corresponding adaptive GIFT and uniform PHT-spline refinements
for each polynomial degree are shown in Fig. 8.14. The computational times shown include the post-
processing stages such as error estimation and refinement. We note the substantial speed-up obtained
by adaptive GIFT PHT-spline refinement in the case where the approximation error is dominated by
a singularity in the solution.
8.4.3 Edge crack using Multi-patch
In this example, we will describe an edge crack problem discretized with 4 patches. In Fig. 8.15
patch 1 is connected to patch 2, patch 2 is connected with patch 3, and patch 3 is connected with
patch 4 where patches 1 and 4 are not connected to make an open edge crack. At the end of patches
1 and 4, we can see the crack tip. The edge crack plate dimension b  2h is loaded by tensile stress
at the top edge with σ  1. We impose zero displacements at the crack tip (in x, y-direction) and
zero-displacement in the y-direction at the midpoint of the right edge (as in the L-Shaped wedge
example). The material parameters are E  103 and ν  0.3. A plane strain condition is assumed.
Here a is the crack length, b is the plate width and h is the plate height.
In Fig. 8.16 the meshes at the different hierarchical level has been plotted using degree p  3, C1
continuity PHT-spline for the Edge crack where in the first mesh the geometry is represented with
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Fig. 8.13: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the L-Shaped wedge example.
linear NURBS and in level 1 refinement is performed with uniform refinement. Adaptive refinement
is activated from level 2 and due to singularity at the crack tip, it performs the refinement towards the
crack singularity.
In Fig. 8.17 shows contour plots for the Edge crack with the multi-patch configuration of different
displacements and stress components. It has shown that at the crack tip it has singularity and using
the adaptive refinement with PHT-spline, it can capture the stress concentration from level 2 to 6 (see
also Fig. 8.16).
The convergence plots for this example are shown in Figure 8.18 wherewith uniform refinement,
a non-optimal rate of convergence is observed, as expected due to the non-smooth solution for
edge crack. Because the initial mesh is very coarse, with just 22 elements in each patch, uniform
refinement is selected in the first two steps. Afterwards, most of the refinement is concentrated near
the singularity at the crack tip. Finally, the refinement zone is progressively enlarged with some
refinements farther away from the crack tip as the error decreases. We observe that for sufficiently
fine meshes, an optimal convergence rate is obtained for adaptive refinements. The effectivity
indices for the error estimator approach to 1 as the mesh is refined, reaching 1.1053 for p  3, but
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Fig. 8.14: Relative error (exact) in energy norm vs. computation time for p = 3, 4 and 5, using
adaptive GIFT and uniform refinements using PHT-spline for the L-shaped wedge example.
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Fig. 8.15: Geometry, boundary conditions and material properties for Edge crack multipatch problem.
decreases for higher-order 0.926 for p  4 and 0.7845 for p  5. Here, we can observe that the
estimated and actual error are becoming close as it does more adaptive refinement. So similar to the
previous L-shaped wedge example, this edge crack problem also shows that using the higher-order
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PHT-splines we get much benefit in adaptive refinement compared to uniform refinement.
8.4.4 L-shaped Bracket
In this numerical example, we will show a complex geometry with multiple patches and compare
the estimated energy norms with different orders and continuity. In Fig. 8.19 an L-shaped bracket
with 18 patches has been shown with the dimensions and boundary conditions. 4 symmetric brackets
each of them has 4 patches are connected at the top right and bottom left with a 2 patches quarter
plate hole geometry at the middle. The Young modulus, E  105 and Poisson ratio ν  0.3 with a
fixed edge boundary condition at the bottom edge of the bottom patch Bracket and in the first patch
Bracket at the right-hand side edge a traction t  2 imposed in y-direction.
The domain is discretized using 18 PHT patches, each of which is a linear transformation
(dilation and rotation) of a quarter and full circular geometry. In this example, the performance of
the error estimator can be analyzed for a non-smooth solution, without the possible interference from
a non-linear geometric mapping. For refinement, a Do¨rfler refinement scheme was used, with the
parameter θ  0.75. A lower θ and therefore more refinement steps are needed for this example to
obtain a mesh with as few elements as possible due to the error pollution effect from the singularity
at the L-shaped corner. The refined meshes for polynomial degrees 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Fig. 8.20,
where the refinement was stopped until the estimated relative error reached 103.
In Fig. 8.21 the displacement and stress contour plots are shown. As the traction is imposed at the
right edge of the first bracket at the corner of the right edge stress concentration is higher and also at
the hole of the brackets. Adaptive mesh refinement performs at the particular stress singularity at the
corner of the brackets and holes of each bracket. After a few refinement steps, the error is dominated
by the corner stress singularities near the bottom fixed boundary.
The convergence plots for p  3, 4, 5 are presented in Figure 8.22. We note that for this case only
the estimated errors are shown, as an analytical solution is not available. It can be seen that adaptive
GIFT PHT-spline refinement results in smaller errors compared to uniform refinement. Because
of the stress singularities near the corner of the L-shape and the circular zone, the optimal rate of
convergence is not achieved in this example. However, it would be expected that further refinement
would result in a more drastic error reduction as the stress singularities are resolved in adaptive
refinement, similarly to the 2D L-shaped example (see in 8.4.2).
We also validate the results using Matlab PDEtoolbox and it can be seen from Fig. 8.23 that at the
corner near the bottom fixed boundary stress singularities appear and the solution in between FEM
and adaptive PHT-spline is in good agreement in this case.
8.5 3D Numerical Examples of multi-patch analysis
Here we present some 3D numerical examples of adaptive GIFT PHT-spline with multi-patch
geometry. We will show an example of a 3D edge crack of mode I and mode II loading conditions.
Another example is the penny shaped crack and the last example is a connecting rod with complex
geometry multi-patch.
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8.5.1 3D edge crack with Mode I and Mode II loading condition
In this numerical example, we will show an edge crack domain with PHT-splines where
asymptotic Mode I and Mode II loading conditions are considered with exact solutions. In Fig.8.24
an infinitely large linear elastic solid, the ’Mode I’ loading condition has been shown which signifies
stress intensity factor KI quantifies the crack opening displacements and stresses. The ’Mode II’
stress intensity factor characterizes in-plane shear displacements and stress in Fig. 8.25. Here the
dimension of the geometry is considered: length, L  1, width W  1, height H  1 and crack
length a  0.5. The applied force at infinity is considered σ  1. The material conditions are:
Young’s modulus, E  1.0  105, Poisson’s ratio ν  0 and plane strain condition. The solid is
loaded at infinity.
For both mode I and mode II loading edge crack are discretized with 4 patches. In Fig. 8.24(b),
the patch 1 is connected to patch 2, patch 2 is connected with patch 3, and patch 3 is connected with
patch 4 where patches 1 and 4 are not connected to make an open edge crack.
Crack tip fields are most conveniently expressed in terms of cylindrical-polar coordinates pr, θ, zq
with an origin at the crack tip. The displacement and stress near the crack tip can be characterized by
three numbers KI , KII , KIII , known as ’stress intensity factors’. By definition:
KI  lim
rÑ0
?
2pirσ22
KII  lim
rÑ0
?
2pirσ12
KIII  lim
rÑ0
?
2pirσ32
(8.3)
with the limit taken along θ  0. The stress field near the crack tip is:
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The adaptive mesh refinement steps are shown in Fig. 8.26 for Mode I loading condition. It
can be seen that at the initial step NURBS geometry is taken and the solution field is represented
by PHT-spline in parametric space with GIFT mapping and at the beginning 2 steps, uniform mesh
refinement is performed. Later from step 3, adaptivity mesh refinement starts in particular at the
crack tip, it refines more.
In Fig. 8.27 contour plots of displacement and stress of Edge crack Mode I loading condition are
shown and due to asymptotic crack-tip higher stress concentration appears at the crack-tip. As the
force applied at the top and bottom surface of the solid, displacement magnitude is higher at the edge
due to Mode I loading condition.
In Fig. 8.28 H1 energy error norm has been shown for higher-order PHT-spline and we can
see that due to the presence of singularity at the crack-tip, the rate of convergence with uniform
refinement is lower compared to adaptive refinement. By using adaptive refinement, the convergence
rate becomes clearly higher, although for this example, there is a clear advantage in terms of degrees
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of freedom in the favor of higher degree bases. However, the estimated error is not closer to the
actual error in energy norm as the polynomial degree increases. The effectivity indices (defined as
the ratio of the estimated error and the actual error) are 0.56136 for p  3, 0.71935 for p  4, and
0.66204 for p  5. Here for a higher degree because of the edge crack the adaptive refinement error
convergence rate increases in comparison to uniform PHT-refinement.
For the mode II loading condition, the adaptive mesh refinement steps are shown in Fig. 8.29.
At the initial step, NURBS geometry is taken and solution field is represented by PHT-spline in
parametric space with GIFT mapping and at the beginning 2 steps uniform mesh refinement are
performed. Later from the step 3, adaptivity mesh refinement starts in particular at the crack tip
where it refines more.
Fig. 8.30 contour plots of displacement and stress of Edge crack Mode II loading condition are
shown and due to asymptotic crack tip higher stress concentration appears at the crack tip similar to
mode I condition. Due to in-plane shear displacements at the edge of the front side, the displacement
is higher.
In Fig. 8.31, the convergence plots for the different polynomial degrees with uniform and adaptive
refinements are shown for the energy norm. We observe good agreement between the estimated
error obtained using the recovery-based estimator and the exact error computed using the analytical
solution. For the adaptive refinement and the last refined mesh, the effectivity indices (defined as
the ratio of the estimated error and the actual error) are 0.56026 for p  3, 0.64738 for p  4, and
0.59941 for p  5. Here for higher degree because of the edge crack the adaptive refinement error
convergence rate increases in comparison to uniform PHT-refinement.
8.5.2 Penny crack
Here we will study a penny shaped crack domain which is a benchmark problem in 3D fracture
mechanics. This allows us to analyze the behavior of the adaptive refinement scheme in the presence
of a strong discontinuity. Due to symmetry, the geometry is modeled by considering 1{8 of the
cracked domain, using an annular patch and a quarter of a cylinder patch with C0 continuity at the
interface. The geometry and material properties are shown in Fig. 8.32. The radius of the crack
is a  1, the radius of the considered domain is a   b  4 and the height is c  4. Symmetry
boundary conditions are imposed on the bottom of the annular patch and the force acting at in-
finity is set as σ  104. The exact solutions for the stress and displacement fields can be found in [34].
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Fig. 8.32: Geometry and material properties of multi-patch penny shaped crack domain.
The von Mises stress field obtained for this example is shown in Figure 8.33 a). A logarithmic
scale is used to show the stress singularity at the crack tip. The meshes obtained the last step of
refinement for each polynomial degree, corresponding to a relative error of less than 0.0015, are
shown in Figures 8.33 b)-d). We note that for all meshes shown, the refinement is concentrated in a
narrow area near the crack tip. As before, the higher degree polynomial bases can be used to obtain
similar accuracy with significantly fewer elements.
The convergence plots for this example are shown in Figure 8.34. It is noted that due to the
presence of singularity at the crack tip, the rate of convergence with uniform refinement is OpN1{6q
for all polynomial degrees considered. When adaptive refinement if used, the convergence rate is
clearly higher, though for this example there is no longer a clear advantage in terms of degrees of
freedom in the favor of higher degree bases. However, the estimated error is closer to the actual error
in energy norm as the polynomial degree increases. The effectivity index on the finest meshes is 1.21
for p  3, 0.96 for p  4 and 0.99 for p  5.
8.5.3 3D Connecting rod
In this example, we study a problem involving more complex geometry, namely that of a
connecting rod assembly. The domain of this problem is illustrated in Figure 8.35. We note that a
similar problem geometry was also studied in the context of weakly-coupled patches in [97]. A force
F  1 kN pointing downward is applied to the surface of the internal ring on the right side of the
domain.
The deformed configuration, von Mises stresses and meshes resulting in the last step of adaptive
refinement are shown in Figure 8.36. The refinement is conducted until an estimated relative error in
the energy norm of 0.005 is reached. We observe that better accuracy is obtained on coarse meshes
as the polynomial degree increases and, as expected, most of the refinements are concentrated in the
area where the stem is connected to the left and right rings.
The convergence plots for p  3, 4, 5 are presented in Figure 8.37. We note that for this case
only the estimated errors are shown, as an analytical solution is not available. It can be seen as before
that adaptive GIFT PHT-spline refinement results in smaller errors compared to uniform refinement.
Because of the stress singularities near the junction of the ring elements with the stem, the optimal rate
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of convergence is not achieved in this example. However, it would be expected that further refinement
would result in a more drastic error reduction as the stress singularities are resolved, similarly to the
2D L-shaped example (see in 8.4.2).
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(a) Initial NURBS geometry and PHT-spline in
the solution field at level 0.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) A uniform mesh refinement with PHT-spline
solution field at level 1.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 2.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 3.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 4.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(f) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 5.
Fig. 8.16: Meshes at different hierarchical level from initial level 0 with the NURBS geometry and
the solution field is defined by PHT-spline with adaptive local refinement for Edge crack multi-patch
domain.
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Displacement component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Stress component in X-direction.
 
 
 
 
(d) Stress component in Y-direction.
 
 
 
 
(e) Stress component in XY-direction.
 
 
 
 
 
 
(f) Von Misses stress
Fig. 8.17: Contour plots of displacement and stress components of the Edge crack with Multi-Patch.
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Fig. 8.18: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive GIFT PHT-spline and uniform refinements for the Edge crack
multi-patch analysis.
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Fig. 8.19: Geometry, boundary conditions and material properties for L-shaped bracket.
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(a) Mesh for p  3 (2256 elements) (b) Mesh for p  4 (1008 elements)
(c) Mesh for p  5 (840 elements)
Fig. 8.20: The refined meshes for different polynomial degrees p in the L-Shaped bracket example.
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(a) Displacement component in X-direction. (b) Displacement component in Y-direction.
(c) Stress component in X-direction. (d) Stress component in Y-direction.
(e) Stress component in XY-direction.
Fig. 8.21: Contour plots of displacement and stress components of the L-shaped bracket with Multi-
Patch.
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Fig. 8.22: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive GIFT PHT-spline and uniform refinements for the L-shaped bracket
multi-patch analysis.
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Fig. 8.23: FEM solution of Von mises displacement of L-shaped Bracket using Matlab PDE toolbox.
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Fig. 8.24: (a)Edge crack with Mode I loading condition. (b) 4 patches to define the edge crack:
patches 1-2,2-3, 3-4 connected and 4-1 is not connected.
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Fig. 8.25: (a) Edge crack with Mode II loading condition. (b) 4 patches to define the edge crack:
patches 1-2,2-3, 3-4 connected and 4-1 is not connected.
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(a) Initial NURBS geometry and PHT-spline in
the solution field at level 0.
 
(b) A uniform mesh refinement with PHT-spline
solution field at level 1.
 
(c) A uniform mesh refinement with PHT-spline
solution field at level 2.
 
(d) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 3.
 
(e) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline so-
lution field at level 4.
Fig. 8.26: Meshes at different hierarchical level from initial level 0 with the NURBS geometry and
at the solution field PHT-spline used with adaptive local refinement for Edge crack Mode I loading
condition in multi-patch domain.
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(a) Displacement magnitude.
 
(b) Stress magnitude.
Fig. 8.27: Contour plots of displacement and stress magnitude of the Edge Crack Mode I loading
condition with Multi-Patch.
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Fig. 8.28: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the 3D Edge crack mode I loading
condition example.
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(a) Initial NURBS geometry and PHT-spline in the solution
field at level 0.
 
(b) A uniform mesh refinement with PHT-spline solution
field at level 1.
 
(c) A uniform mesh refinement with PHT-spline solution
field at level 2.
 
(d) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline solution field
at level 3.
 
(e) Adaptive local refinement with PHT-spline solution field
at level 4.
Fig. 8.29: Meshes at different hierarchical level from initial level 0 with the NURBS geometry and
at the solution field PHT-spline used with adaptive local refinement for Edge crack Mode II loading
condition in multi-patch domain.
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(a) Displacement magnitude.
 
(b) Stress magnitude.
Fig. 8.30: Contour plots of displacement and stress magnitude of the Edge Crack Mode II loading
condition with Multi-Patch.
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Fig. 8.31: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the 3D Edge crack mode II loading
condition example.
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(a) von Mises stress (b) Mesh for p  3 (33856 elements)
(c) Mesh for p  4 (14256 elements) (d) Mesh for p  5 (6640 elements)
Fig. 8.33: The von Mises stresses and the refined meshes corresponding to the different polynomial
degrees p for the penny crack example.
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Fig. 8.34: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive and uniform refinements for the penny crack example.
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Fig. 8.35: Geometry of the connecting rod example.
(a) deformed shaped (magnification 500x) and von Mises
stresses
(b) Mesh for p  3 (57,208 elements)
(c) Mesh for p  4 (26,856 elements) (d) Mesh for p  5 (14,536 elements)
Fig. 8.36: The von Mises stresses and the refined meshes corresponding to the different polynomial
degrees p for the connecting rod example.
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Fig. 8.37: Relative error (exact and estimated) in energy norm vs. the number of degree of freedom
for p  3, 4 and 5, using adaptive GIFT PHT-spline and uniform refinements for the connecting rod
example.
Chapter 9
Summary
In this work, the Geometry Independent Field approximaTion (GIFT) method was applied with
recovery-based error estimation using NURBS for geometry representation and higher-order PHT-
spline for solution approximation in two-dimensional and three-dimensional linear elasticity prob-
lems. For IGA and GIFT analysis our main focus was to use IGA-FEM or GIFT-FEM based method
to utilize the main advantage of CAD geometry with NURBS and higher-order PHT-splines for the
solution field using the flexible GIFT mapping. The IGA adopts the same spline basis functions as
used in the CAD to discretize the elliptic boundary value problem in case of linear elasticity. Com-
pared with the IGA in the Finite Element form, the main advantage using GIFT is to represent the
solution field independent of the geometry to alleviate the constraint of using the same spline repre-
sentation which for some numerical analysis may not be suitable (where local refinement is needed),
and thus compatible with the CAD geometric models. We present here in this work a flexible way
to do the numerical analysis so that we can do adaptive local refinement using recovery based er-
ror estimation. We have derived an error estimator based on superconvergent patch recovery and an
associated refinement procedure which takes advantage of the hierarchical mesh structure. Hence,
IGA and GIFT can achieve a true integration of analysis and CAD, which plays an important role
in automating and accelerating the numerical simulation process. To facilitate the implementation of
IGA and GIFT in Diffpack for different splines, the present work made the following contributions:
 The IGA-FEM formulation are presented by discretizing the elliptic boundary value problem in
case of linear elasticity where NURBS based IGA is implemented in an object-oriented C++
environment called Diffpack. The main focus of this part is to integrate the CAD software
Rhino3D with Diffpack so that geometry designed by Rhino3D (NURBS) can be analyzed in
the IGA Diffpack toolbox. It has also been shown that the IGA NURBS is more efficient,
accurate and robust compared to traditional FEM by some numerical examples in Chapter 3.
We also present in Chapter 3 how to use a Be´zier mesh created from Rhino3D in Diffpack for
analysis where the refinement property can be utilized manually defined by the design process
in CAD software.
 As most of the CAD designs are based on NURBS and it has been used in IGA extensively so
far in many applications, but still using IGA has some constraints in some cases of numerical
problems. The same basis spline space for the geometry and solution field may not be suitable
specially in case of the problems with discontinuity and singularity where local refinement is
necessary. Due to uniform refinement property of NURBS, we used here a flexible method
GIFT because of the representation of solution field spline space independent of the geometric
spline space which is usually represented by the NURBS. The solution space with higher-order
and greater continuity (p  3, C1 to p  5, C2) is defined by PHT-spline suitable for local
refinement with the most robust recovery-based error estimation. In Chapter 4 we present the
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GIFT method elaborately along with the adaptivity procedure and recovery based error estima-
tion using superconvergent patch recovery technique in detail to make the process automatic.
We also presented a simple ”Patch-test” in Chapter 4 which passes even for the higher-order
PHT-spline. But ”Patch-test” can not be guaranteed as it is explained in details by [13] and
it depends on the various choices of geometry and solution field spline approximation. The
marking algorithm with “Do¨rfler marking” strategy has been shown to select which elements
need to mark for refinement and mathematical formulation of determining the location of su-
perconvergent points have also presented in 4.
 For local refinement, we represent the solution spline space by the PHT-spline and we start our pre-
sentation in at first with basic 1D PHT-spline approach and show the PHT-spline basis function
properties and refinement algorithms with a simple 1D example by De Casteljau algorithm in
Chapter 5. With this simple 1D example we also have shown that the higher-order PHT-spline
can be a useful property in PHT-spline for IGA and GIFT analysis.
 To make the analysis deeper we then present the 2D PHT-splines properties with the dimensional
formula, 2D T-mesh structure and also the 2D PHT-spline basis functions refinement proce-
dures in details in Chapter 6. We also present a simple 2D numerical example showing the
advantage of using higher-order PHT-splines and comparing the results with the adaptive and
uniform refinement of GIFT method. After demonstrating the numerical examples it can be said
that 2D adaptive GIFT PHT-spline analysis in comparison to uniform refinement shows robust
performance. Although comparing the cubic PHT-spline in adaptive GIFT, we evaluate the
performance of the higher-order PHT-spline and it has been explained that with higher-order
PHT-spline, greater convergence rate can be achieved with a minimum degree of freedoms
(Dofs).
 We extended the 2D PHT-spline formulation to 3D PHT-spline to present the adaptive GIFT perfor-
mance in the 3D numerical case. In Chapter 7, we presented the 3D PHT-spline dimensional
formula, 3D hierarchical T-mesh and showed how to calculate the 3D PHT-spline basis for
higher degree and continuity using the dimensional formula. Furthermore, some 3D GIFT
PHT-spline numerical examples presented in Chapter 7. By studying the numerical examples
it can be concluded that for the 3D GIFT PHT-spline in comparison of uniform refinement in
energy error norms for the problems with smooth solutions do not show very effective conver-
gence rate for higher-order and in some steps it diverges but after certain refinement steps the
convergence rate gets similar comparing to uniform refinement.
 To get the main advantage of adaptive GIFT PHT-spline we presented in Chapter 8, some nu-
merical examples with discontinuity and singularity where adaptivity is more effective. We
presented in Chapter 8 a simple multi-patch analysis of adaptive GIFT PHT-spline where it is
possible to handle the geometries with C0 continuity in between the patches and to represent
the discontinuity for e.g re-entrant corner or cracks at the geometry. After investigating from
the examples which have a discontinuity in 2D and 3D GIFT PHT-spline, it can be concluded
that significant improvement and accuracy per degree of freedom is obtained by using adaptive
local refinement, capturing stress singularities at the re-entrant corners and significant reduction
of computational cost can be achieved.
9.1 Future work
The work can be extended in the future as follows:
 This work can be extended by coupling of spline approximations for the geometry with non-spline
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approximation for the field variables, including meshless methods. It would be particularly
attractive to work with Maximum Entropy Shape functions (see [11, 9]).
 GIFT within isogeometric collocation and isogeometric boundary element framework.
 In this thesis, we assumed the field approximation spline space to be arbitrary, independent of the
geometry approximation. It would be desirable for sensitivity analysis, e.g. through adjoint
methods to drive the automatic selection of the most suitable field spline space based on goal-
oriented error estimators (see. [63]).
 GIFT for isogeometric shape and topology optimization [127], where the constraint of using the
same space for the geometry and the approximation is particularly undesired as described by
[87].
 A possible topic for future work is the development of more efficient hpα -refinement schemes
which would require the integration of splines of different degrees and different continuity of
orders on the same hierarchical mesh and the development of h and p refinement strategies.
The latter would require a more in-depth study of various error estimation methods.
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